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EDITORIAL

JUDAISM AND THATCHERISM:
THE LEFT-OVER QUESTIONS

WFg:b3ishM:ieTnIVTf!:TCAf:S:uF:y::::f
were   already   under   way.   It   has,
therefore,   always   been   against   a
consistent pohtical background that
M¢#;7cz  has  struggled  with  the  thor-
ny   problem   of   how   to   comment
upon  important  issues  in  society  at
large  without  suggesting  that  Juda-
ism  mandates  Jews  to  vote  for  any
particular    party.    The    consistent
background   is   significant,   because
there   has   rarely  been   a  period   in
recent  British  history  in  which  one
person  has  so  clearly   advocated  a
body  of  radical  values  which  have
influenced  every  aspect  of  society.
The  opinions  and  policies  of  Mar-
garet Thatcher have affected all our
institutions,    even    religious    ones,
and   seeped   into   the   thinking   of
children    at    school.     Despite    the
brevity   of   an    editorial,   it   seems
appropriate  to  ask  what  we  are  to
make  of the  last  eleven  years.

As far as Jews are concerned, the
question  so  anxiously  asked  in  the
past -has it been good for us? -has
become irrelevant.  Despite genuine
worries  and  anxieties,  we  are  inte-
grated   members  of  British  society
who have no more need to ask `is it
good for us?' than  any other special
interest  group.  It  was  undoubtedly
advantageous    to    have    a    Prime
Minister with  a  constituency  in  Fin-
chley but the major thrust of British
domestic  and  foreign  policy  is  not
determined  by  such  factors.

More   importantly,   Thatcherism
sought   to   create    an    atmosphere
which   encouraged   entrepreneurial
activity,  private  business  initiative,
the  acquisition  of wealth  and  allied
values.  Many Jews found this highly
congenial.    The    historical    experi-
ence    has    imbued   Jewish    culture
with   a  respect  for  entrepreneurial
success    and    a    favouring   of   self-
reliance  and  personal  economic ini-
tiative.  That, of course,  is  not just a
Jewish phenomenon but often char-
acterises      immigrant      groups.      If
Thatcherism  appeared  to  say  `who-
ever   you   are   and   whatever   your
background,  go  out  there  and  suc-
ceed'  and if Thatcherism  attempted
to  remove  unnecessary  restrictions,
it   found   a   positive   response   with

many Jews.
Judaism   would   not   quarrel.   Of

course, there are enormous difficul-
ties    in    defining    Judaism.    Many
would  argue  that  there  is  no  such
thing,   only   a   stream   of   tradition
which  has  expressed  itself  in  many
different   ways.   One   can   brandish
quotations  to  great  effect  until  one
steps   back   and   realises   that   quo-
tations  can  be  made  to  prove  most
things.  Nevertheless,  it would seem
reasonable  to  suggest  that  biblical
Judaism   laid   the   foundations   for
certain   consistent  concerns.   When
Isaiah  spoke  of  the  need  to  `deal
one's  bread  to  the  hungry',  he  was
articulating   a   theme   that   can   be
embellished     from     a     myriad     of
sources:  the Jewish  religious impulse
cries  out  against  allowing  people  to
go  short  of food.  Similarly,  Isaiah's
call to `bring the homeless into your
home'    expressed    a    fundamental
realisation  that  no  society  could  be
religiously  acceptable  if  it  willingly
countenanced    homelessness.    One
might   add    to    those    two   biblical
fundamentals a third:  the right of all
to  have  unfettered  access  to justice
in  the  courts.  Post-biblical  Judaism
highlighted  two  further  fundamen-
tal    values.    For    more    than    two
thousand  years, Judaism  has  recog-
nised  the  importance  of  education
and,   over  the  same  period,  expo-
nents   of  Judaism,   including  many
rabbis,  have  lived  out  a  love  affair
with   medicine,   perceiving  physical
health   as   being   of   almost   equal
importance  to  spiritual  wellbeing.

One  cannot  read  Jewish  sources
from   the   Bible   onwards   without
having   a   deep   sense   that,   in   the
Jewish  vision   of  a  just  society,   all
members  of that  society  have  roofs
over   their    heads,    full    stomachs,
decent    educational    opportunities,
access    to     the     courts    whenever
necessary -and a competent Jewish
doctor  on  call!

Mrs.   Thatcher  and   many  Jews,
admiring       initiative,       saw       self-
reliance  as  one  of the  cornerstones
on  which  society  should  be  built.  It
must  be  correct  to  stress  personal
initiative    and    responsibility.     But
there is a trap.  First, the belief that,
because   one's   own   initiative   and
self-reliance have borne fruit, one is

profoundly   virtuous.    Second,   the
belief  that  anyone  whose  initiative
has not  borne  fruit,  who cannot for
the  moment  take  responsibility  for
him-or herself, must be at fault -or
worse.  Third,  the  belief  that  initia-
tive  and  self-reliance  on  the  part  of
the   individual   can   solve   all   prob-
lems.  Fourth,  the  belief  that  those
who fail and do bear some responsi-
bility   for   their   own    failure   have
forfeited their rights to basic entitle-
ments.  The  truth  is  that  success  is
not  necessarily  synonymous with  vir-
tue,  that  failure  is  not  synonymous
with    sin,    that    private    individual
action   cannot   solve   all   problems,
and  that  even  the  feckless  failure  is
a  human  being.

Having   urged   the   individual   to
walk  the   tightrope  to  success,   the
state  cannot  slough  off  the  collec-
tive    responsibility    it    exercises   on
behalf of all of us to come to the aid
of    the    individual    who    fzills    off.
whatever  the  reasons.

There  are  a  number  of  political
ideologies  which  promise  to  maxi-
mise    efficient    economic    activity.
Similarly,   there   are   a   number   of
political  ideologies  which  offer  the
best route to democracy and human
rights.     They    are    probably    best
judged  on  their  effectiveness.

But  God  in  Judaism  is  frequently
referred  to   zLs   Harachaman  -  the
Compassionate  One.  Religion  asks
which  political  ideology  is  prepared
to  place  compassion  at  the  core  of
its  programme.  And  Judaism  is  far
from    woolly    in    its    definition    of
compassion.  It  asks  of government:

Where is the food for the hungry?
Where are the homes for the home-
less?  Where is the education  for the
children?  Where  is the  medicine  for
the sick?  And where is the access to
justice  for  those  whose  rights  have
been  infringed?

Of  course,  the  individual  should
do all that he or she can.  Of course,
society  has  to  generate  the  econo-
mic activity to pay for what it wants.
Looking  round  Britain,  one  sees  a
renewed  respect  for  individual  and
collective  economic  activity  and,  de-
spite  the   present   recession,   plenty
of  it.  But  what  of  the  fundamental
entitlements      thfit      such      activity
should  provide -for all?I
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WITHIN THE SIZE OF THE
frame, this view must neces-
sarily     display     more     the

dimensions    of   a    satellite    picture
than  a  portrait.

The most arresting fact of Anglo-
Jewish  life today - and it  is  the  one
which is relative to all the others -is
the  decrease  in  our numbers.

Such general extrapolations as we
can make from records of births and
deaths,   from   small-scale   sampling
in  provincial  communities  of  actual
numbers   against   presumed   Jewish
population, suggest that the total of
identifying  Jews  in  Britain  today  is
not    very   much    over   300,000,    if
indeed  it  reaches  that  figure.

We continue to bury more people
than  we  give  birth  to  in  all  but  the
most  strictly  Orthodox  segments  of
Jewish  society.

By   exempting   Orthodox   Jewry
from  the statistics,  I  do  not want to
suggest   that,   in   comparison,   it   is
strengthening    itself   in    a    manner
which   will   enable   it   to   withstand
every  wind  of change.

While family size in the Orthodox
community   continues   to   run   at   a
high   le\Jel,   economics   are   having
their  impact.

With the collapse of the property
market,   the   obligation   to   support
young  men  in  yes/7/.vo/  during  their
most   fertile   years   is   becoming  an
onerous  one.

Orthodoxy  also  has  major  philo-
sophical   problems   to   resolve,   not
least    the    increasing    tendency    in
some  quarters  to  allow  practice  of
Judaism in its minutiae to substitute
foi-the  spirit.

In my grandfathers'  homes, spirit

Geoffrey D.  Paul

and practice were intertwined,  they
were     intertwined     naturally     and
without   the   holier-than-thou   atti-
tude  which  characterises  segments
of today's  Orthodox  community.

Before   Judaism   can   be   a   light
unto  the  nations,  we  have  to  start
casting   some   illumination   on   the
wellsprings of our own  faith,  not to
lock  it  away  so  that  it  becomes  the
preserve  of the  very  few  and  they,
as  it were,  act  as  God's policemen.

I   cannot   accept   a   Judaism   so
exclusive   that   it   withdraws   itself
even   from   fellow-Jews,   makes   no
contribution    to    the    community's
central  welfare  and  representative
authorities   and   is   concerned   only
with  its  own  wellbeing.

There  are,  however,  some  signs
of change:  the more thoughtful  and
more   visionary   in   the    Orthodox
world   have   begun   to   understand
that theirs will  be  a  lonely,  possibly
even  an  untenable,  position  if they
are to be remaindered, to be looked
upon   and   visited,    as   are   North
American   Indians   in   their   reser-
vations  today,  as  the  only  ones  of
their  species  left  in  the  world.

At   the   same   time,    and   while
recognising   the   sensitivity   of   the
subject,  I  have  to  record  the  grow-
ing  unease  I  have  found  in  several
parts  of  Britain  within  what  I  will
call  `traditional  Reform  and  Prog-
ressive   families'   about   the   distan-
cing which seems to be taking place
between them  and that mainstream
of  which   they  used   either  to   feel

themselves  a  part  or,  indeed,  from
which  many of them  sprang.

There  is  a  distinct  concern,  only
most  reluctantly  expressed,  among
those  who  are  halachically  Jewish,
that conditions for admission to the
Progressive   ranks   has   been   made
too  easy  or  that  there  is  too  ready
an extension to non-Jewish partners
in    mixed    marriages    of   a    status
something  akin  to  being  `affiliated'
members   of  congregations.   These
concerns  seemed  especially  to  exist
in     smaller     communities     where,
strikingly,   attitudes   to   conversion
are almost  all  that separates  a com-
munity into separate congregations.

More   will   be   heard   of   this   as
communities  decline  and  the  press-
ure   grows   for   closer   association,
amalgamation  e\Jen,  of what  is  left.

I   have   spoken   of   demography
and  religion.  The  third  piece  is  the
piece    that    is    missing,    or    rather
prefers  to  remain  in  hiding.

For   decades,    until    almost    the
beginning  of  the   last  war,   Anglo-
Jewry was led by autocrats, by men,
often  related  and  certainly  of  the
same   class   and   status,   who   took
decisions  affecting  the  community
without  feeling  the  need  to  consult
with  or,  even,  to  answei.  to  it.

They  have  gone  -just  as  almost
all    their    descendants    have    gone
from  the  community.  Today's  lead-
er`ship  comes,  as  it  were,  from  the
people.  It  is  a  leadership  governed
by rules and committees and limited
in  many  cases,  but  not  all,  by terms
of office  and  the  need  to  tum`  cap
in   hand,   to   top   businessmen   to
finance  any  major  capital  project.
whether it be a school. a hospfital or
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a  commitment  overseas.
We   live   in   a   community  where

academic   or   professional   achieve-
ment   is   regarded   as  secondary  or
even  tertiary  to  financial  success.

With perhaps a handful of excep-
tions,   power   and   influence   reside
where  there  is  money  or  access  to
money.

But,    whatever    their    particular
reasons,  whether it be natural  mod-
esty (which I doubt), or a perceived
need  in  to  keep  their Jewish  worlds
separate from their business worlds,
most of those who wield this power
and influence prefer to do so behind
the scenes,  to behave,  in  a sense,  as
puppet  masters.

But,  without  them,  there  would
be  no  community  defence  organis-
ation  and  probably  no  functioning
Board  of Deputies  either.

Without   the   commitment   of   a
Cyril  Stein,  the  Soviet Jewry move-
ment    would    probably    have    col-
lapsed  at  an  early  stage  in  its  life;
without  the  leadership  both  he  and
Trevor Chinn have provided for the
JIA it would not be the organisation
it  is  and  there  would  be  no  Bipac;
without Stanley Kalms, much of the
community's    current    educational
endeavour  would  never  have  hap-
pened   -   and   there   would   be   no
effective Central Council for Jewish
Social Service if Gerald Ronson had
not put his money and considerable
personal  effort  `up  front'.

There  are  only  two  other  power
bases  of real  strength:

The    first    is    the    Chief   Rabbi,
although  his  is  a  power  base  which
can  be  used  only  with  the  utmost
discretion,   since   there   is   an   inter-
dependence between him and what,
for the want of a better word,  I will
call  the  financiers.

He   knows   that,   without   them,
many  of  the  constructive  purposes
he  wishes  to  promote  would  falter
and  fail  -  the  educational  network
for  example.

They know that his public opposi-
tion  to  any  of  the  causes  they  wish
to   further   could   severely   damage
their  prospects  of success.

This     interdependence     extends
even to the Progressive community.
Tn  seeking  parliamentary  action  to

protect    S/?cc/1/.f#    or   in    discussing
with     the     government     measures
which  could  tie-in  the  issuance  of a
Gc/   with    the   granting   of   a   civil
divorce,   he   needs   total   communal
support.  or  I.ather,  the  absence  of
vociferous opposition, if he is not to
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chance  failure.
It  could  even  be  argued  that  the

extent    to    which    the    Progressive
community  has  not  stepped  out  of
line  in  recent  years  and,  in  the  past
at  least,  accorded  the  Chief  Rabbi
the  unchallenged  status  of the Jew-
ish   equivalent   of   cardinal   or,    at
least, archbishop, contributed to his
ennoblement.

The  Israeli  Embassy  is  also  in  a
I-eal   sense  a  power  base.   While   it
cannot and would not seek to inter-
fere in the balance as between fund-
raising  for  home  charities  and  for
Israel -  except  in  times  of  national
emergency  for  Israel  -  it  can   and
does  assist  the  JIA  in  its  efforts  to
win  friends  and influence  people.

It   does  this   through  patronage,
whether  of the  ambassador  himself
or, through him, access to the great
and   powerful   in   Israel.   A   private
meeting  with  the  Foreign  Minister
of Israel,  whether  there  or  here,  is
not  something  someone  in  the  pro-
cess  of  `making  it',  to  use  a  dying
phrase,  would  willingly  pass  up.

The  embassy  at  one  period  did
most  markedly  influence  the  direc-
tion  of  the  Soviet  Jewry  campaign
and     had     an     officer    specifically
attached  to  it  for this purpose.

It can and does sometimes inspire
delegations  to  government  depart-
ments to express what is an  `Anglo-
Jewish'  view  on  a  matter  of import
to  Israel.

It  also  has  the unenviable  task  at
times of representing a government
whose  actions  can  have  a  negative
effect  on  Anglo-Jewry  as  a  whole.
In  this  sense,  it  needs  to  maintain
close  contact with the leadership of
the  community,  seeking  to  inform
and  influence  it  in  Israel's  favour.

In  this,  it  has  been  notably effec-
tive  with  the  representative  organ-
isation   of   the   Jewish   community,
the  Board  of Deputies.

The Board of Deputies should be
listed among the power bases -but,
ir  we  ai.e  to  be  brutally  honest  we
have  to  admit  that such  power  as  it
disposes    (that    is,    as    the    repre-
sentative  voice  of  Anglo-Jewry)   is

perceived  more outside of the com-
munity  than  inside  it.

Because   of   its   perception   that
consen`sus is its oxygen, it is unlikely
under ziny conceivable leadership to
take  a  stand  on  matters  which  are
controversial   within   the   commun-
ity.

There   are   other   potential   plat-
forms   of   power:   those   that   stem

from    a   considerable   membership
base, like the United Synagogue, or
those  which  have  a  large  clientele,
like   Jewish    Care.    But   these    are
primarily  single  issue  bodies.

There are other power bases with
considerable   influence   within   seg-
ments  of  the  community,  but  they
impinge  on  it  only  peripherally  or
without  general  recognition  of such
strength  as  they  dispose  of.

Within     the     strictly     Orthodox
community,  for  example,  there  are
individual    rabbis    whose    word    is
holy  writ  to  their  members.   They
can    influence    business    decisions,
the choice of marriage partners and
even the religious behaviour of hun-
dreds  if not  thousands of Jews.

The  type  of  leadership  of  which
we  are  desperately  in  need  is  that
breed  most  notably  symbolised  by
Lord  Young:  independent  in  mind
and  means,  willing  to  stand  up  and
articulate a case (and presumably to
defend  it  publicly  with  vigour)  and
finding  no  clash  of interest  in  serv-
ing both the Jewish community and
wider society.  We are going to need
a  lot  more  like  him.

In  the  years  immediately  ahead
we are going to have to grapple with
the  problems  of caring for an  ever-
ageing   population,   of  taking  over
from     increasingly     cash-stretched
governments  the  administration  of
basic welfare programmes.

We will  also  have  to  confront the

problem   of  ailing   provincial   com-
munities   which   will    not    be    able
themselves  to  sustain  their  institu-
tions  without  sen`sitive  and  consid-
erable  outside  assistance.

At the same time, we are going to
be challenged to provide educational
programmes    for    our    youngsters
which  will  fit  them  not  just  for  the

professions  and  for  commerce,  but
also   to   strengthen   them   in   their
Jewish    identity    and    consequently
the  maintenance  of  the  institutions
we  bequeath  them.

At the same time, we will  have to
continue   our   as`sistance   to   Israel,
and to find the proper and effective
balance  between  meeting  needs  at
home  and  overseas.

This,   in   a  declining  community,
cries  out  for  leadership  of  stature,
imagination  and  the  ability  to  com-
municate.  Producing  it  is  the  biggest
challenge  ahead  of British  Jewryl

Gcoffrey   D.   P.eul   I.ecelllly   I.c'[lre'{I   fl.on.   [h('
e(li[orshii)  of the  ]cw-lsh ChTon.\clc`  foI.  wllicll
heJ  \`.ill  con[imie'  I()  wrilc' fr()in  hi.s  liew  base  ill
[he>   Ulii[e(I   Slates.
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The  Manor  HOLise  Medical Ethics  Society was founded some  18  months  ago  and has  so far  held two
one-day  seminars.  It has  also  embarked on a programme  of StLidy  Groups,  constitLited to  tackle  specific
ethical problems in the medical field. These ` Responsa'  groups bring together Rabbis and Doctors to preparerTeshavot,  responses  to She'ctot,  questions,  that are serlt in to the  Society.  The following Responsum corrles

from a group  chaired by  Rabbi Julia Neuberger and  Dr.  Alan  Schamroth.

SHH'ELAH:  THE QUESTION

A;-:on:y::|A:;re:c:I::o:s:erTGoine:r
evening  and  explains  that,   despite
conscientiously   using   a   diaphragm
contraceptive   barrier.   she   is   pre-

gnant.  She  tells  her  G.P.  that,  not
only   has  she   all   the   symptoms   of
early   pregnancy;    nausea,    urinary
frequency,   breast   discomfort   and
lethargy.  but  that  a  home  pregnan-
cy  test  has  proved  positive.   She  is
ten  days  late  with  her  period.  The
G.P.  asks  where  `she  would  like  to

go   from   there   and   she    requests
referral  for  termination  of  he.r  pre-
gnancy.  She goes on to explain that,
while  she  is  in  a  long-term,  stable
and    caring    relationship   with    her
boyfriend,  she  is  in  the  final  year of
her business course  (MBA)  and has
a   prestigious   job   lined   up   with   a
large    business    consultancy    firm,
should she complete the course and
pass  the  exams.

She  continues  by  explaining  that
a  child   now  would  jeopardise   her
whole   career   and,   while   she   had
every  intention  of marrying her boy-
friend  and  raising  a  family  at  some
time   in   the   futul-e.   a   prerequisite
will    be    to    have    established    her
career.

Looking through her records, the
G.P.  notes  that  she  is  fit  and  heal-
thy  and  has  not  had  any  previous
surgery.   The   G.P.   asks   what   her
boyfriend feels about the pregnancy
and  she   says   that   he   is   happy  to
support  her in  her  decision  to  have
a  termination.   She  goes  on  to  say
that  she  is  aware  of  the  risk,  how-
ever small,  of the  procedure  to  her
health  and of the  slight  chance  that
her  future  fertility  may  be  affected
by   a   termination   and   that,   as   a
rational,    mature    adult,    she    will
accept   these   risks.    Similarly,   she
has  considered  the  option  of giving
her baby  up  for  adoption  but  does
not   wish   to   go   through   with   the
pregnancy.  She is  also  aware of the
post-termination  psychological  mor-
bidity that  some  women  experience
but feels confident and secure in her
decision  to  go  ahead  with  a  termi-
nation.

The  G.P.  arranges  to  perform  a
pregnancy   test   and   see   her  again
with her boyfriend a week later.  On
that  occasion,   with   the   pregnancy
result   positive,   the   G.P.   counsels
the  couple  and  finds  they  are  both
committed to having a termination.

Should  the   G.P.   refer  her  to  a
sympathetic  gynaecologist   for   ter-
mination  of her pregnancy  or  not?

TESHUVAH:  THE RESPONSE
A   moral   dilemma   occurs   when

one   is   faced   with   two   choices   or
solutions to a problem where neith-
er    option    is    totally    satisfactory.
Abortion   is  just   such   a   dilemma.
On  the  one  hand  many  argue  that
the foetus is part of the woman  and
as  such  the  woman's  right  to  abor-
tion is part and parcel of her right to
sovereignty   over   her   own    body,
provided   one    could   demonstrate
that   she   was   mature,   sane,   con-
scious, fully informed and free from
coercion,   i.e.,   freely   autonomous.
Against this position is the view that
the  foetus,  despite  its  total  depen-
dency on the mother, also has rights
by virtue  of its potential  to  become
a  fully mature  sane  person.

The challenge presented to Prog-
ressive   Judaism   is   whether   these
two apparently conflicting positions
can  be  reconciled  or  whether  they
simply  reduce  to  articles of faith.

There is a teaching in  the  Tc!/;7i££cJ
which  states  that  the  embryo  is  to
be   considered   as   a   part   of   the
mother  and  not  as  an  independent
entity.  The /z¢/#k/zz.c position  is that
a   foetus   in   the   womb   is   `not   an
actual   life`,   /CZLJ   /zc/cs/7   /7!/   -   until
born.     The     traditional     laws     of
mourning  are  not  applicable  for  a
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child  who  does  not  survive  until  its
30th    day,    or   for    a    stillborn    or
miscarried    child.     If    a    pregnant
woman  is  attacked  or  in  some  way
caused  to  miscarry,  the  crime  is  a
monetary  not  a  capital  crime.

There are no direct laws prohibit-
ing   foeticide   in   Jewish   law.   The
A4!.sA#czfe   distinctly   states   that   the
life   of   the   mother   takes   priority
over the  life of the child,  whilst still
in  the  womb.  Maimonides  widened
the   discussion   but   concluded   that
where   the   life   of   the   mother   is
threatened,  therapeutic  abortion  is
mandatory  not  optional.

With    respect    to    abortion    for
other reasons, there are two schools
of  thought,   both  of  them  presup-
posing   that    the    foetus    is    not    a
person.  Israeli  Chief  Rabbi  Unter-
man    regarded    abortion    `akin    to
homicide'  -  not  murder - and  per-
missible    only    to    save    life,    later
widened  to  include  extreme  mental
anguish -suicidal  tendencies,  other
mental  health   risks  and  danger  to
the health of an existing child.  Chief
Rabbi    Uziel's    lenient    school    all-
owed  `disgrace' of the woman  to be
sufficient cause to  warrant an  abor-
tion.  Rabbi  Mosheh  Zweig  of Ant-
werp    clarified    another    principle,
that  the  woman's  pain  comes  first.
An   abortion   for  a   potentially   de-
formed foetus would be permitted if
it  were   causing   severe   anguish   to
the    mother   -   however,    not    on
grounds  of pity  for  the  child.

Tradition holds that the first com-
mandment in  Torczfe is the one to be
fruitful  and  multiply  and  that  hav-
ing children is a duty as well as a joy
and   a   miracle.   Although   Judaism
may   not   regard   the   foetus   as   a
person,  it  does  see  it  as  a  potential
life,      God-given      and      therefore
sacred.  The  foetus  as  a  `potential'
person  is  more  complex  a  concept
than  would  initially  appear.  It  may
be  difficult  to  regard  the  fertilised
ovum  as  a  potential  person   when
there is the  strong possibility that  it
may   spontaneously   abort   -   over
50%   chance   of   this   happening  -
develop  into  a  malignant  growth  -
chorio     carcinoma    -    become     a
blighted  ovum  or  be  reabsorbed  or
develop  into  a  foetus  with  no  fore-
brain  -anencephaly.  It  may  there-
fore be  more  appropriate to  regard
the  conceptus  as  `having  the  poten-
tial to become a person' rather than
as  a  potential   person.   This   logical
approach  is  strongly  supported  by
halakhah.  where  .in  talinudic  t:rmes
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abortion    was    not    considered    a
transgression   until   the   foetus   was
viable.

Anther  difficulty  with  the  poten-
tiality  approach  is  that  life  may  be
seen as a continuum.  We now know
that   the   processes   of   fertilisation
and  implantation   are   slow,   taking
many hours. There is no one unique
moment when fertilisation or implan-
tation can  be said to have occurred.
The    potentiality    for    personhood
grows as the  foetus develops anato-
mically  and  physiologically  and  the
eight-month-old  foetus  has  greater
potential  to  become  a  person  than
the   implanted   ovum,   which   itself
has    greater    potential     than     the
newly-fertilised    ovum,     which     in
turn  has  greater  potential  than  the
sperm and egg moving towards each
other.

Potentiality is in  its turn  linked to
viability, but in real terms the mark-
ing  of  a  starting  point  is  arbitrary.
Nevertheless,  for  practical  reasons
both    practitioners    and    theorists
have   preferred   to   set   a   starting
point   which   has   varied   from   the
process   of  fertilisation   through   to
the  development of the neural  tube
at around the 14th day of gestation.
The    majority    sentiment    of    the
meeting     was     that     implantation
should be regarded as the beginning
of this  gradual  acquisition  of foetal
rights.

If one  accepts  the  moral  right  of
fully   autonomous   adults   to   make
decisions     about     their     destinies,
whether  we  agree  with  their  deci-
sions or not,  is  there  a point on  the
continuum     of     increasing     foetal
potentiality   at   which   we   feel   this
right   to   abortion   is   offset   by   the
foetus demanding respect as a being
with   the   potential    to    become    a
person?

The  majority  felt  that  there  wczLr
such  a  point  where  the  developing
moral   status   of   the   foetus   took
precedence  over  the  rights  of  the
woman.  This  point  occurred  when
the foetus had the potential  to exist
independently  of the  mother - pre-
sently   around   the   24th   week   of
gestation.    Clearly    this    point    will
reflect    technological    advances    in
medicine.

A majority  felt it would be acting
paternalistically   to   reject    reasons
forwarded      by      an      autonomous
woman   for   an   abortion   in   early
pregnaricy.   To  do  so  would  usurp
her autonomy since, after appropri-
ate   counselling,   only   she   and   no-

one  else  could  possibly  know  what
having  a  baby  would  mean  for  her.
However,  a  minority  regarded  it  as
of  significant   importance   that   the
woman  be  reminded  of the  serious
nature  of the  decision.

The  response  of  a  Jewish  doctor
to  a  woman  patient  requesting  an
abortion  is  determined  by  the  legal

position   with   regard   to   abortion,
society's opinion, the attitude of the
medical  profession,  the  doctor's  re-
spect   for  the   autonomous   patient
and  Jewish  thinking.

Clearly   tensions   may   arise   be-
tween  any  of  these  factors.   Given
Britain's  relatively  liberal   abortion
laws,   the   main   conflict   will   arise
when  doctors'  personal  convictions
or prejudices  clash  with  the  request
for  termination  of  pregnancy  by  a
woman  patient.

It   would   seem    consistent   with
what  has  already  been  said  that  if
one  concedes  that  the  rights  of the
pregnant  woman  take  priority  over
the   rights   of   the   foetus   in   early
pregnancy,   to   reject  the   woman's
request     for     an     abortion,     after
appropriate   counselling,   is   to   act

paternalistically    and    to   deny    the
woman   her   right   to   self-determi-
nation .

There  is  only  one  morally  consis-
tent   position    which    could   justify
rejection   of  the   woman's   request
and  that  is  one  which  assumes  an
equal   moral  standing  between   the
embryo/foetus     and     the     woman.
Abortion  here  is  regarded  as  `mur-
der., thus making it a moral impera-
tive for the doctor not only to refuse
to  refet-  the  woman  elsewhere  but
also,  if the  doctor  suspects  that  she
will  try  and  procure  her  own  abor-
tion,   to   restrain   her,   physically   if
necessary   and   prevent   her   from
committing  the  murder.

There  is  no  such  justification  for
equating   abortion   with   murder   in
the Jewish  tradition.
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Rachel Montagu

F\ALBBT RACHELMONTAGU spoke recently on the subject of rabbinic gowns. We were much taken with
what she  had to say  arid asked her to  contribute  an article orb the  subject to MAINNA.

Wc cz/5'o czsked RABBI STEVEN  KATZ Jo  rcapo#cZ.

W
HY DON'T YOU WEAR a
rabbinic  robe?  I  have  often
been asked that and wonder

why it should be thought necessary.
We   read   in   the   book   of   Exodus
about   Moses   gathering   together
everything    needed    for    the    final
sanctification  of  the  shrine,  all  the
equipment  and  vessels  needed  for
the  tent   and  for  the  shrine   itself.
And among the items he assembled
were   the   various   garments   to   be
worn  by  the  priests  while  they  offi-
ciated  in  the  shrine.

In  Biblical  times  once  the  shrine
was consecrated it became a special
area of holiness,  a type  of holiness,
specialness,   sacredness,   set   apart,
totally  unlike  anything  we  know.

Some    parts    only   Moses   could
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enter  and  Aaron  only  once  a  year.
Some  parts  only  the  priests  could
enter,  other  parts  only  the  Levites
(the  assistants  to  the  priests)  could
enter.  The  stranger  who  approach-
ed the shrine would be put to death.
Special  rules  also  applied  to  those
who entered -one could only enter
the  shrine,  or  later  the  Temple,  if
one was in  a state of /¢feor¢, usually
translated   as  purity.   Anyone  who
had  touched  a  corpse,  whether  hu-
man   or   animal,   was   not   allowed
near  the   place.   Anyone  who   had
recently  been  in  contact  with  birth
or death could not enter the special
sacred place set apart from ordinary
life.

The    clothes    which    the    priests
wore to officiate were also removed

from    ordinary   life    and   everyday
dress.  They  wore  purple,  blue  and
scarlet  robes.  The  High  Priest  also
wore    bells    and    pomegranates   -
/.z.mo/7!.in -so that he could be heard
coming   and   a   special   breastplate.
All   the   priests   wore   trousers   and
tunics   of  pure   white   linen.   Their
outer  robes  must  have  looked  very
gaudy  and  their  inner  robes  would
have  looked  very  clean  and  white,
both  removed  completely  from  the
practicalities   of  everyday   life   in   a
nomadic desert  camp.

Is  the  creation  of a  sacred  space,
a  holy  area,  totally  removed  from
ordinary  life,   life   events  and  life's
everyday practical demands, a deep
religious need? Is that why we have

ContinLied  on  next  page



been   drawn   to   turning   the   syna-
gogue  into  something  a  little  more
like  the  shrine  in  the Temple  and  a
little  less like what the synagogue  is
meant  to  be;  a  room,  an  ordinary
room  with  a  cupboard  at  one  end,
in   which   people   study,   pray   and
socialise?   The   synagogue   is   not   a
special   holy  place  which   only  cer-
tain  people  can  enter.  The  stranger
who enters the synagogue is not put
to  death.  There  is  no  place  which
only  certain  special  people  can  en-
ter.    It    is    true    that    due    to    the
precautions which we are advised to
take these  days,  alarm  bells start to
ring if anyone steps on the bz.;7iczfe on
weekdays  -  but  that  is  the  burglar
alarm,  not  wrath  from  heaven.  We
do not normally hold funerals in the
synagogue, true, and it is even more
unusual to give birth in a synagogue
but   that    is    not    because    of   any
religious   reason   and   people   who
have   been   in   contact   with   either
death  or  birth  can  come  to  J/7£//  as
soon  afterwards  as they wish.

We do ordinary things like eating
in     the     synagogue     occasionally.
There  is  just  one  caution  -we  are
told not to keep food in the Ark.  In
the  good  old  days  people  used  to
keep  both  scrolls  and  food  in  the
one cupboard.  If they were going to
study   in   synagogue   all   day   they
would   bring   a   picnic   lunch.   Mice
sometimes  got  into  the  Ark.  While
you    and    I    know   the    difference
between  a  Sc/cr  To;`afr  and  a picnic
lunch,   mice   and   insects   were   not
always    so    discriminating.    Scrolls
were     declared     mc/c7;77c    yczczcryz.in,
bringing   impurity   to   hands   which
touched  them,  simply  to  stop  peo-
ple   risking   the   scrolls   by   putting
food  in  with  them.

A synagogue is an  ordinary room
with  a  cupboard  at  one  end.  That
cupboard, the Ark and the scrolls in
it,   are   the   one   special   holy  place
within   the   synagogue.   Those  who
are  going  to  touch  the  scrolls  are
supposed  to  make  sure  their  hands
are  clean.  We  treat  the  scroll  with
respect -we don't take it out unless
we are going to read it and we don't
leave  it open  and  uncovered.  Some
aspects  of  the  priestly  dress  in  the
shrine   and   the   temple   have   been
transferred  not  to  the  rabbis  of the
synagogue   but   to   the   scroll   from
which  both  rabbis  and  members  of
the  congregation  read.

The   High  Priest  wore   a  breast-
plate,  wore  blue,  purple  and  scarlet
and   had   bells   and   pomegranates
sewn  on   the  hem  of  his  robe.   He

had  a  crown  upon  his  head-dress.
The  scrolls  are  dressed  in  brightly
coloured  covers  -  J7tc'!./  -  like  the
cloak of the High Priest. They wear
breastplates  and  they  have  bells  on
pomegranate-shaped  towers,  so  we
can hear as well as see them as they
process   round.   Sometimes  instead
of  pomegranates  -  rjmo#z.in  -  the
top   of  the   scroll   is   covered   by   a
crown.    We    regard   the    scroll    as
special -if anyone drops a scroll, all

present  are supposed to fast or give
money   to   charity.   It   is   the   scroll
which is regarded as holy. Dropping
a  rabbi  on  the  floor  is  not  encour-
aged  in  Jewish  tradition  but  there
are  no  particular  punishments  laid
down  for  anyone  who  does  so.  We
should   respect   rabbis,   we   should
show respect for the synagogue too,
but  neither  of  them  possesses  the
kcc!ifs/7cz    of    the    ancient    Temple.
And yet some people appear to feel
strongly that rabbis should be  dres-
sed up - if not in pretty colours like
purple,  scarlet  and  blue,  at  least  in
official  robes  of some  sort.

But  rabbis  are  not  priests,  rabbis
are  no  more  like  the  priests  of  the
shrine   and  Temple   than   the   syn-
agogue  is  like  either  the  shrine  in
the desert or the Temple in Jerusa-
lem.   Priests  were  needed  for  any
ritual    in    the    Temple.     Christian
priests are needed now for a service
taking place in a church.  Rabbis are
in  the  synagogue  to  teach.   Rabbis
are  not  needed  for  any  ritual,  ex-
cept marriage and divorce and tech-
nically that is only to make sure the

paperwork is done correctly and not
for the speech  to the  couple,  which
is   what   is   valued   by   our   congre-
gants.

So,  when  and  why  did  robes  for
rabbis  come  in?  It  is  not  an  ancient
custom  at  all.  200  years  ago  rabbis
wore  ordinary  clothes,  plus  a  /cz//!./
for services,  like everyone else,  but
in    the    18th    and    19th    centuries,
German  Jews  felt  a  great  need  to
justify   their  Judaism   and   make   it
respectable    in    German    Christian
eyes.   Moses  Mendelssohn,  for  ex-
ample,  tried  hard  to  make  Judaism
respected    by    making    it    as    un-
threatening   to   Christians   and   as
alike  to  Christianity  as  he  could,  to
justify  Judaism   in   the  face   of  the
centuries  of prejudice  against  it.  In
19th       century       Germany,       that
affected  what  people  wore  in   the
synagogue.  German  Lutheran  cler-
gy wore robes and both Reform and
Orthodox   rabbis   began   to  do  the
same.  The  robe  and  Geneva  bands

they  wore  were  modelled  on  those
worn   by   Protestant   clergy.   Some
rabbis   also  wear  a  special   narrow
Jcz//zt shaped like the stole worn by a
Christian     priest.     Rabbi     Samson
Raphael Hirsch, who led the Ortho-
dox  reaction  to  early  German  Re-
form  Judaism,  was  concerned  that
his  congregation  should  become  a
normal  part of German society and
that  included  attending  services  at
which  the  officiating  minister  wore
a  clerical  robe  and  preached  a  ser-
mon    each   week,    just    as    in    the
neighbouring churches.  He  accused
the   early   Reform    Movement   of
being   assimilationist   while   himself
encouraging  his  community  to  be-
come part of German society.  `Be a
Jew  at  home  and  a  /`4cHsc/?  in  the
street' .

While   I   was   at   the   Leo   Baeck
College, to wear a robe or not was a
subject   of  hot   debate   among   the
students.   All   our   senior   teachers
did  so  and  recommended  it  to  us.
One  recommended  it  especially  to
women  students.  He  said  our  con-
gregations would then be less aware
that  we  were  women  and  was  hon-
estly   surprised   when   we   made   it
clear  that  we  felt  that  was  not  an
argument   in   favour   of  wearing   a
robe.   In   fact,   the   opposite   argu-
ment  may  be  true.  I  am  obviously
very   much   in   favour   of  women's
ordination  in  the  church  but  I  have
noticed   that   when    watching   TV
interviews,   I   feel   interested   while
watching    women     candidates    for
ordination    being    interviewed    in
ordinary   clothing   but   uncomfort-
able   when   I   see   them   in   clerical
robes.  For  all  that  those  robes  -a
full-skirted long-sleeved black  dress
-  look   more   like   a   woman's  gar-
meiit   than   a   man's,   a   woman   in
robe and stole usually seen on men,
looks     inappropriate,     almost     as
though     wearing     drag.     Another
teacher   produced    a   story   of   an
American  rabbi  keen  on  golf,  who
was  able  to go  straight  from `?frff/ to
the  golf  course,   because   his   robe
was  so  long  and  full  it  covered  his

golfing clothes.
Our   younger   teachers   did   not

wear  robes  and  told  us  very  firmly
that  it  was  not  authentically  Jewish
to   do   so.   It   is   true   that   on   the
principle  of  becoming  part  of  the
surrounding  society,   as  bishops  in
Victorian  England  wore  gaiters,  so
did  the  Chief  Rabbi.  Once  upon  a
time  and  not  so  long  ago,   it   was
normal   for   rabbis   to   wear   dog-
collars. Those of you who have read
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Rabbi  Dr.   Louis  Jacobs'  charming
a.utobiogra.phy.   Helping   with    En-
qwz.rz.cs,     may     have     noticed     the
photograph  of  him  walking  to  srfe[£/
in  the   1960s  wearing  a  dog-collar.
The  idea  of a  rabbi  wearing  a  dog-
collar is now,  a mere 25 years later,
unheard  of and  even  rather a joke.
It is  agreed  that for a rabbi  to wear
a  dog-collar is cfeLckcz/ /tczgo); -aping

gentile   customs.   For   many   senior
rabbis  of  the   Reform   Movement,
robes  are  and  have  always  been  an
important   part    of   their   rabbinic
identity.  In  time I suspect robes for
officiating   rabbis   will   become   as
out-dated as  dog-collars  are  now.

One of the biggest changes of the
last 20 years is that it is now okay to
be ethnic, to be seen to be part of a
community that is different from  the
wider  society.  This  is  a  synagogue.
This is not  an  imitation  church.  We
should   be   proud   of  our   Judaism
rather  than  imitating  Christianity.

Some  suggest  that  it  is  wrong  to
compare   rabbis'   robes   with   those
worn by Christian ministers.  Since a
rabbi   is   a   teacher,   rabbis   wear  a
gown because teachers wear gowns.
While school  teachers  used  to  wear
gowns,    that    is    no    longer   usual.
When  I  was  at  Cambridge  15  years
ago,  a very few of our more elderly
lecturers  wore  gowns  and  I  needed
one  only  twice   in   my  three   years
there.   Oxford   University   students
and   teachers   still   have   to   sit   and
invigilate   exams   in   gowns.    Some
synagogues   may   wish   to   consider
themselves the Jewish equivalent of
Oxford and adhere to a very formal
style but the majority of our congre-
gations now enjoy being informal in
many  aspects  of  the  service  -  why
should  the  rabbi's  robe  be  an  out-
dated  exception  to  this  trend?

Let  us  develop  the  synagogue  as
really    Jewish,     using    only    those
things  which  are  essential  to  Juda-
ism   to   create   a   Jewish   life   which
does  not  borrow  unimportant  frills
from the society around it but which
draws   on   our   own   traditions   and
teaching    to    create    a    home    for
ourselves  in  which  both  rabbi  and
congregation   are   fully   themselves
and  fully  and  authentically  Jewish
in  everything that  they  dol

Rabbi    Rachel    Montagu    /.5   ¢   g/.ac/I/cr/c.   o/
Cambl.idge   University   tin(I   the    I.eo    Baeck
College.   Having   ser\le(I   C{lI.(tiff   New   Syna-

gogue  she  is  ciii.I.en[l)'  Assis{{in[  Rabbi  al  the
Nolll.  Westel.n   Refoi.in   Syn{Ig()giie   in   Alylh
Gardens,  I,ondon.
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PART PEW
FROM PULPIT

Steven Katz

FOR    MANY    IN    ANGLO-
Jewry,  a rabbi standing in  the
pulpit  without  a  gown  is  like

/c/I.//!.#   without   straps,    something
indispensable  is  missing.  The  origin
of the rabbinical  gown  can  be  attri-
buted  to   early  nineteenth  century
pressures on the Jew in Germany to
conform to his gentile environment.

I-Ie  was  fresh  out  of the  cloying,
claustrophobic  environment  of  the
ghetto  and  wanted  to  melt  into  his
new,    free    thinking,    opportunity-
laden  environment.

The   gown,   borrowed   from   the
Lutheran  Church,  was  a  symbol  of
that  environment.  The  memory  of
the poverty and prison of ghetto life
burned  fiercely on  his psyche,  leav-
ing   it   scorched   and   scarred.   The
gown was worn proudly by Reform
rabbis  as  a  symbol  of  a  successful
assimilation  process  and  the  conse-
quent shedding  of the  memory  and
trauma  of ghetto  life.

Today in Britain  the Jewish ghet-
to experience is thankfully confined
to  the  history  books.  We  no  longer
need   to   prove   our   credentials   as
citizens.   We   have   prayed   for  our
country,   worked  for  our  country,
fought  for  our  country  and,  sadly,
some   have   died   for   our   country.
Consequently,  some feel  we should
shed   both   our   complex   and   our
gown.

But  the  Progressive  Jew  of  1990
has exchanged one set of complexes
for another.  For too many Progres-
sive   Jews    in    Britain    the    United
Synagogue   is  perceived  to  be   the
Almighty's      officially      sanctioned
standard  bearer  of  authentic  Juda-
ism.  Mainstream Orthodox Judaism
in  Europe  borrowed  the  rabbinical
gown  from   Reform  Judaism.   But,
because  the  United Synagogue  rab-
bi  wears  a  gown,  so  the  perception
dictates,   that   is   how   an   authentic
rabbi  should  be  dressed.  What  an
irony. The gown came into Judaism
as a concession  to gentile society.  It
is  retained  by  many  in  Progressive
Judaism  as  a  concession  to  Ortho-
dox  Judaism!

The     Reform     Jew    circa     1820
yearned for social  acceptance by  his
Christian  neighbours.  The  Reform
Jew  circa  1990  yeams  for  religious
acceptance    by    his    Jewish    neigh-
bours.    When   we,    as   Progressive
Jews,  stop  looking  apprehensively
sideways  to  see  what  both  the  gen-
tile world  and the  Orthodox Jewish
world think of us, then we will have
emerged  as  mature  Jews  confident
in  our  convictions.

If we try to detach ourselves from
environmental  pressures,  from  the
Zez./gcz.s/, we will see that the princi-

pal   argument  against   the  gown   is
that   it   is   divisive.   It   divides   pew
from  pulpit  while Judaism  glorious-
ly  emphasises  that  in  the  presence
of  God   all   are   equal.   The   Bz.mc7/?
may  be   higher  than   the  pew  but
only   physically,   not   in   a   spiritual
Sense.

Will  I  then  disrobe  and  cast  off
my  gown  with  its collection  of com-

plexes?  Well,  it  does  have  its  uses.
Clothes  can  help  to  shape  a  mood
or create a frame of mind.  On Yom
Kippur,  for example,  we  are  urged
to  don  a  kztfc/  as  a  symbol  of  our
burial   shroud  in   order  to   impress
upon   ourselves   the   brevity  of  life
and  the  consequent  urgency  to  get
on and do what needs to be done to
ensure   //.kki/#   o/czm,   the   improve-
ment  of our  world.  Kz.ppcz  and  /c7///./
remind us, respectively, of the over-
whelming  presence  of  God,  and  of
our   responsibilities,    mz.fzv/Jf.    The

gown  serves  not  only  to  conceal  a
multitude   of   physical    stains,    but
more  important,  it  helps  me  to  put
away the  ti.ivial  concerns  of the  day
and   concentrate   on   my   role   and
responsibility  as  L9fe¢/I.¢cfr  fsz.bbff;..

Is  this  argument  a  principled  de-
fence of the rabbinical gown, or is it
a   capitulation   to   the   ZeJ.fgc/.s/,    a
look  sideways,  a  concession  to  en-
vironmental  pressures?  I  hope  not
but  I  cannot  be sure.  We  never can
be  sure.

But  the  joy  of  Progressive  Juda-
ism   is  its  encouragement   of  study
and  open  debate  so  that  together,
pulpit  and  pew,  we  can  assess  and
reassess   our   views   of   issues   sig-
nificant    and    insignificant    in    the

panorama  of  Judaism  in  particular
and   the   galaxy   of  life   in   general.
May the debate continue -alwaysll

Rabbi   Steven   Katz   tt;ar  /)o/./i   /./I   Lo/7c/o/1   /.;i
1948   anil   s{i{{lied   fo}.   [he'   I-abbina{e   a[    I.et)

B{ieck   C()liege.   He   is   the   Rabbi   ()f   Hen(I()n
Refol.in  Synagogiie   whei-a   he   siiccee(led   his

f(lthel.`  Rabbi  Di..  Ai.thilr  Katz.
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BRIEF ENCOUNTERS

Graham Craig

Dear  Edit()r,
Duririg a recent visit to  Prague

with The Manor HOLi`se Society  I
had the luck to attend a demon-
stration  outside  the  Presidential
Palace,  at which  I  heard Vaclav
Havel      give      an      impromptu
speech  from   the  I)alcony.   The
speech was addressed to a crowd
comprised   mainly    of   farmers
who   spoke   n()   English   and   it
was  ()nly  after  some  time  that  I
found     someorie     who     could
translate   for   ine.    She   was   a
remarkable woman who told me
what  had  happend  to  Czecho-
slovakia   during   its   communist
period.

I was very keen to contini,ie oi,ir
di`scussion  but  she  declined  my
invitation  t()  coffee,  as  she  had
to  rLlsh off t()  an appointment.  I
only  knew  her  r.ame  was  Mar-
tina  and  all  she  knew  was  that
mine  was   Graham  and  that   I
was  visiting  Prague  with  a  Jew-
ish   group.    I   never   thought   I
would  hear from  her  again.  On
the  last  evening  at  the  hotel,   I
was handed a letter by the recep-
tionist.  I  should  very  mLich  like
you to reproduce it together with
the story it relates.  I do not feel i[
requires     any      elaboratiori.      I
woi,ild  simply   request  that  yoLi
change   the   names   ()f   the   two
sister.s.

Graham Craig

Dear  Grahc[m,
You   will    be    surprised   who    is

writing  to  you.  We  met at  the  Castle
and you inspired me to write a story.
It's   my   story.   I   mean,   it's   a  story
from  my  life,  because  it  really  hap-
pened  to  me  -  one  hiindred  years
ago,   as   I  always  say  when  talking
aboLit  my   past.   You  seemed  to  be
sensitive  and  full  of  Llnderstanding,
s()   I   want   yoi,I   to   have   my   st()ry.

Accept  it  as  a  syJnb(>l  tJf  my  feeling
for  your  nati()n.
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It  was  not  difficult  to  lean  your
name.  Prague  is  practically  a small
town.  The  receptionist at your hotel
is   art   acqLiaintance   of   mine.   You
needn'{  answer  my  letter.

Martina

During   the   second   year  of  the
war,  they  moved  to  their  mother's
native  Moravian  village.  There was
a  shortage  of  foodstuffs  in  Prague
and   to   live   only   on   rations   was
insufficient for the family. The girls,
Janna and Martina, were teenagers
and  Martina  in  particular,  a  lank,
15-year-old,    was    hungry    all    the
time.   `Where   does   all   the   food  I
give  you  go?'  Mother  joked.  `You
are   as   thin   as   a   rake   and   your
tummy  is  like  a  wash-bowl  turned
upside-down'.  Martina felt  that  she
still   looked   like   a   child,   with   her
boyish      figure.      Sometimes      she
looked   at   herself   secretly   in   the
mirror  trying  to  find  the  first  signs
of female  features.

As to her character, she was very
sensitive    and    reserved.    At    that
time,  she  liked  to  read  every  hour
of the day and night -on the bus by
which she went with her sister to the
grammar school in a far-off town, in
bed   using   a   torch   when   Mother
ordered  her  to  switch  off the  light.
It was a great change for the girls to
live  in  a  small  village  after  14 years
in  Prague.

Janna,   almost   two   years   older
and   wise   beyond   her   years,   was
soon able to make the best of it. She
often  enjoyed  herself by  comment-
ing   on   the   various   differences   in
speech,  behaviour  and  reaction  of
the  village  people.  Both  girls  could
speak  the  local  Moravian  because
their   mother,    although    she    had
married a Czech and lived in Bohe-
mia since the  age of 25,  still  prefer-
red  Moravian  to  Czech.  She  was  a
great  Moravian  patriot.

Martina was not happy in Lubov,

which  was  the  name  of  the  village.
She   did   not   feel   superior   to   her
numerous girl-cousins and the other
village  girls  but  she  could  not  reach
any    kind    of   understanding    with
them.     The     villagers     called     her
haughty.   She   was   lucky   to   have
Janna -they were more like twins -
and   Janna   always   protected   her.
Janna  was  friendly  with  a   cousin.
They  were   always  whispering  and
getting up  to  things.  Martina was  a
little jealous of Janna and the cous-
in  but  seldom  joined  them.  `1  must
go  and  read  something'  she used to
say - `there  is  no  soul  akin  to  mine
here'.  She  refused  any  friendships.
`And there is no conversation  to be

had   with   the   people   here   either.
They ask questions all  the time  and
then,  in  secret,  they  gossip.

`Couldn't  we  return  to  Prague?'

Martina was almost  dying of home-
sickness.   But  to  return   to  Prague
was  out  of  the  question.  Their  flat
had  been  confiscated  by  the  Ger-
mans.  Their  furniture  was  in  store.
Their   father   had   been   forced   to
take  early  retirement.  They  had  to
be  content   with   having  `come  off
with  a  whole  skin'.

Martina   liked   to   go   shopping.
There  were  two  grocers  in  Lubov.
Actually there were three but only a
few people visited the third one -it
was said to be rather neglected. The
owner was  a  Sarah  Rosenberg,  the
only  Jewess  in  the  village.   People
were   a   little   afraid   of   her.   They
laughed   at   her   a   little.   She   wore
strange  gowns.  She  had  extra  long
finger  nails  and  was  of indetermin-
ate  age.  People  said  that  she  didn't
need  to  run  a  shop  as  the  Rosen-
bergs   were   very   rich.   Why   am   I
writing    `the    Rosenbergs'?    Sarah
lived  with  her brother Charles  who
was many years younger. He was an
engineer and  had once  worked  in  a
Bata   factory.    Now   he   didn't   go
anywhere.  He went to  Lubov wear-
ing  a  David  star  on  the  lapel  of his
jacket.

But   Martina  didn't  know  about
all this until, one day, when  she was

queueing  in  the  shop,  she  heard  a
voice   behind   her.   `Have   you   got
used to our village yet?'  She turned
her    head.     She     didn't    want     to
answer,  just  to  nod  -she  was  very
shy.   She  met  dark   eyes  with   little
fires jumping in them. They seemed
the most eloquent eyes she had ever
Seen .

She    cast   her   own    eyes    down
Con{imled  on  next  page

ill



because, at that age, she didn't look
into  men's  eyes,  and  saw  a  star  on
the  lapel.  `So this  is Charles  Rosen-
berg',   she   thought  to   herself  and
answered him quickly. They left the
shop  together  and  shy  Martina  be-
gan  to  explain  in  a  hectic  way  how
she   couldn't   get   used   to   living  in
Lubov,   how   she   missed   Prague,
how she would like to  return there,
how  she  had  nothing  to  read.  God
knows  what  else  she  told  him!

Charles   Rosenberg   spoke   little
but   Martina   had   the   feeling   that
everything  he  told  or  didn't  tell  her
was   precisely   what   she    had    ex-.
pected.  They  talked  together  as  if
they   had   known   each   other   for
years,  as  if  he  was  that  wonderful
uncle  about  whom  she  had  always
dreamed,  to  whom  she  had  always
been   able   to   confess   everything.
She  told  him  the  secrets  she  would
never  tell  either  her  sister  or  her
mother and the thoughts she would
never  share  with  her  father,  a  very
strict and serious professor who had
always  been  more  like  her  grand-
father.   So   she   talked   and   talked
until  she  said  with  a  sudden  start,
`Oh,   I   must   be   off'.   `1   would   be

happy  to  lend  you  some  books',  he
said  quickly.   `Oh,   I  would  be  de-
lighted'.   `Will   you  be   go-ing  shop-

ping   again?'   `Yes,   the   day   after
tomorrow   at   this   time'.   The   day
after tomorrow at this time became
their motto.  When  they met for the
second  time,  Rosenberg  said,  `We
can't    stand    here    with    everyone
looking.  You  know that Jews  are  a
condemned  nation'.  `But  I  am  not
afraid',  said Martina  quickly.  `But I
am,   on   your  behalf'.   `So   let's  go
outside the village'. How much they
talked   and   could   never   end   their
talk.

He  lent  her  some  Jewish  books,
strange   and   fascinating.   She   read
them    greedily,    secretly    at    night.
Sometimes  she   didn't   understand.
Charles  Rosenberg  explained  them
to  her.

At  last  Martina  had  found  some-
one   to   whom   she   could   tell   her
every    thought.    Rosenberg    could
speak   to   her   when   he   was   not
allowed   to   speak   to   others.   They
only  greeted   him   but   didn't   dare
speak   to   him.   Only   once   did   he
mention  his  sister,  `Sarah  is  strange
but   I   like  her'.   `My  father  is   also
strange   but   I   like   him',    Martina
laughed.

Nothing,   however,   can   be   kept
secret   for   long   in   a   small   village.

One  day  mother  said  to   Martina,
`You  know  Mr.  Rosenberg?  Some-

body  saw  you  talking  to  him  at  the
cross.  You  know  how  dangerous  it
is,    don't   you?   So   stop   it'.    `But
mother,   he   is   the   only   intelligent
and  educated  man  here,  he  is  the
one  soul  akin  to  mine'.   `What  are
you gibbering  about?'.  Mother was
shocked   and   frightened.   `Do   you
want   to   be   imprisoned?'.    When
they  met   next  time,   Martina   was
rather silent.  Rosenberg guessed  at
once,   `Your  parents  have  learned
that we  have met several  times and
don't  wish  it  to  continue'.  `But  no',
Martina turned red, `They are good
people.  It's  not  because  of  you  at
all',  she  stuttered.   `But  Martina,  I
understand.   They   are   afraid   for
you.  We  Jews  bring  only  bad  luck
and  are  a  banned  nation'.  `But  it's
not   true,   I   love   the   Jews',   said
Martina  excitedly.   `You  have  met
other Jews, Martina?' asked Rosen-
berg  quietly.   `No,   I  haven't,   only
you',  blurted  out  Martina -and  at
once   realised   the   meaning  of  the
words.   She  turned   red   but   didn't
stop   looking   into   his   eyes.   They
were staring at each other without a
word.  Then  he  said  `Oh  God,  my
little girl'  and began  to  stroke Mar-
tina's  hair.   `If  he   kisses   me  I   will
faint',  Martina  said  to  herself  but
Rosenberg  only  repeated  `My  dear
little  8irl'.

At their next meeting  Rosenberg
seemed   to   be   more   distant.    He
spoke  about  many  different  things
but  not  about  himself  and  avoided
her eyes.  When taking her leave he
said,   `You  may  have  heard  about
the  transports.   Perhaps  one  day  I
won't   come'.   `No',   cried   Martina
desperately.   `But  Martina  you  are
my  brave  little  girl.   And  one  day
you  will   have   to   be   very   brave'.
Martina began to sob.  He drew her
head  to  his  chest  and  stroked  her
long  fair  hair.   Then   he  pressed  a
kiss into it.  He didn't  come to their
next  meeting.  Martina  was  waiting
and had the feeling she would suffo-
cate  with   anguish.   After   an   hour
she   returned   to    the    village    and
learned  the  news  that  had  passed
from  one  village  to  the  other.  The
Rosenbergs had been taken away at
night. Martina ran to their favourite
place,    lay    down    on    the    grass,
scratched  the  soil  with  her  fingers
and howled  like  an  animal.  At  that
moment, before she got up from the
ground,  she grew  up.

The Rosenbergs never returnedl

JA°RUoRUNNEE
MY ZEDE

Part 2
`The Shabbat I flicked my first

switch...,

Sidney Brichto

MY GRANDFATHER made
me feel that as a Jew I was a
superior  being.   My  grand-

father was called the ZccZc.  I  do  not
recall  ever  addressing  him  as  Zeczc.
He  was  always  referred  to  in   the
third  person,  like  royalty.

He  was  a  scholar  of  the  highest
order.  To  this  very  day,  people  lift
their eyebrows in respect when told
by others of the  rabbinic stature of
my  grandfather.  He  knew  the  T#/-
/77Lfcz  by  pin  point.  You  could  put  a

pin  on  any  page  in  the  Tcz/mL!cJ  and
he   could   tell   you   the   sLfgytl,   the
discussion,   on   the   same   spot   five
pages forward or backwards.  In my
memory, he had a red beard, then a
red-grey  beard,  then  a  grey  beard.
But  the  colour  matters  not.  What
was   significant   was   his   habit   of
turning  up  th.e  ends   of  his   beard
when    he   was   deep   in    rcz/mwcJz.c
thought  -  totally  unaware  of  what
he was doing -and putting its ends
between  his  lips.  This  usually  hap-
pened     when     he     was     teaching
Gc;7?¢j.a  and  when   he  interrupted
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his  exposition  because  a  new  possi-
bility   occurred   to   him.   He   would
knit  his  brows,  play  with  his  beard
and we would wait entranced to see
what the outcome would be.  But he
never told us.  When he came out of
his reverie,  he would nod  his  head,
smile and pick  up where he left off.

He  made  me  proud  because  he
was  recognised  as  the  greatest  Tcz/-
m4!cZ!.sf    in     Philadelphia.     Frankel
Teomim was a name to be reckoned
with!   He  was  the  head  of  several
Tcz/mwdz.ccz/ academies.  I  was  proud
to  be  his  grandson.  He  taught  me
that   Jews   were   superior   because
they  studied.  Jews  didn't  play  ball
or  cards.   They   studied   and   came
close   to   God   because   when   they
studied   they  were   entering   God's
mind.   Somehow  he  made  me  be-
lieve that all Jews who had the right
to    call    themselves    Jews    studied
Torczfe  and  the  go)/I.in  didn't.  What
they  cJ!.cJ  do  was  to  make  the  world

go  round  but  they  were  not  privi-
leged  to  sail  through  the  sea  of the
Tcz/m[!cZ.  They  knew  how  to  make
money  and  war  and  have  fun  but
they  did  not  know  how  to  argue  a
proposition,  to give a new interpre-
tation to an old verse, to realise the
significance  of a  A4z.fzt/¢fe.  They  had
their  cars   and   vacations.   We   had
our  God  and  His  Tc>rczfe.

I  could tell  many tales  of how he
inculcated   Judaism   into   me.   One
indicates  the  standards  he  set  and
the   idealism   with   which   he   filled
me.   Once  at  the  table,  he  said  to
me, `Shimshon,  how many chickens
does    a    Mc;tsc/?    eat    in    his    life?'
Before   waiting  for  the   answer  he
did   his   own   calculation.    `Lc!   m!.r
z¢gc/7,   let   us   say   he   eats   chicken
tw.\ce 'a week,  Freitag ba nacht oon
S/7czbbos,  and  each  time  a  Fz.crfc/,  a

quarter. A half a chicken a week, 25
chickens  a  year.  Say  he  lives  to  70
or  72,   so   say   a   person   eats   1850
chickens    in    his    lifetime,    maybe
2,()()()  because  of  holidays  and  sj.in-
c`/7c7s.  A man  eats maybe 2000 chick-
ens.  I  ask  you  what  right  has  he  to
do  so?  I  tell  you  what  right  he  has!
A  human  being  is  a  superior  life.
He  can  think,  he  can  study,  he  can
talk   to   God,   he   can   do   A4!./zvof.
When  he  eats  a  chicken  he  raises  it
to    a    higher    MacJ/.cgc7/?,    a    higher
level,  but  if  he  doesn't  do  all  these
things,   if  he  only  eats,   drinks  and
sleeps,  if  he  is  just  like  an  animal,
he  has  no  right  to  eat  chicken.  `DL/

fashtes[     Shimsh()n?     You    under-
stand?1  I  understood  this  syllogism.
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People  of  the  intellect  were  super-
ior   beings.   Jews   were   people   of
higher  intellect   and   so   Jews  were
superior  beings.

Our       circumstances       suddenly
changed. The war ended.  My father
had some good years. We were able
to   save   enough   to   put   down   a
deposit  and  afford  a  mortgage  on  a
house.  We moved to Logan,  a nice
suburb.   It   was   within   our   means
because   Jews   were   beginning   to
move  out  of  Logan  to  Oak  Lane
and Olney. But the streets were still
wide  and  there  were  trees  in  front
of each  house.  They  were  terraced
houses  with  covered  front  porches.
The  backyards were postage  stamp
size   but  big  enough  for  a  SLfkkczfe
and  this,  for  my  father,  was  prob-
ably   the   move's   greatest   benefit.
For  me   it   meant  sharing  a  room
with  my brother.  In  the  apartment,
I    had    slept   with    my   sister.    My
middle   brother   slept   on   the   sofa
bed.  My  older  brother  had  already
gone  to  Yeshiva  University,  either
to become a rabbi or more likely to
avoid going into  the  Army.

But before this change in my life,
another     momentous     event     had
enormous  impact  upon  me.   I  had
turned   nine   when,   coming   home
from  school,  I  heard  that  the  war
had ended.  My father was speaking
with shock of what had happened to
the Jews  in  Europe.  Kaleidescoped
with  that  memory was  the  fact  that
Jews  in  Palestine  were  fighting  the
British   and   Arabs   for   a   State   of
their own.  I did not know then how
these   two   phenomena,   the   Holo-
caust  and  Israel,  were  to  continue
to have the greatest effect upon  me
as they changed Jewish history.  But
they  coalesced  into  the  memory  of
o#c event which  must have reached
deeply into  my soul - it was when  I
heard    two    Irish    kids    on    a    bus
referring  to  a  recent  attack  against
the  British  by  the  Jewish   `Under-
ground'.    One   said   to   the   other:`You know,  those damned Jews can

fight,.
Suddenly I felt that as a Jew I was

part  of  the  human  race.   The  two
Irish  lads  had  confirmed  that  Jews
could  be  like  the  rest  of  humanity.
Not   automatic   victims.   I   was   no
longer  a  total  outsider!

In  my  new  home,  I  went  to  the
local state school.  A year later I was
sent   to   Akib€i   Hebrew   Academy.
This  w€`s  a  different  world.  Jewish
but  different.   Here  I  met  prosper-
ous     Jewish     children,     sons     and

daughters  of  lawyers,  doctors,  bra
manufacturers, herring distributors,
shop-keepers    who    wanted    their
children  to  have  a  modern,  yet  at
the    same    time,    a    Hebrew   edu-
cation.  These  were  children  whose
homes  had  games  tables,  sophisti-
cated  music  equipment  and  expen-
sive  pianos.   Now  as  a  scholarship
child,  I  had  a  new  feeling,  I  was  an
outsider   among   Jews.    Even    the
Jewish    instruction    was    different.
Classes  were  conducted  in  modern
Hebrew, /vr[t b'/vrz.f, not in Yiddish
or   singsong   Ashkenazi.   My   hori-
zons   widened.   There   was   Jewish
culture     and     civilisation     beyond
/7i!.fzvo/    and    the     Tc7/#7zfcz.     There
were   also   Jews   who   didn't   worry
about   what   they   ate,   didn't   pray
regularly  and still  felt  Jewish.  I  had
to learn that my Jewishness was not
the  only  way.  This  gave  me  a  sense
of  uncertainty  in   my  only  area  of
security  and  so  decreased  my  self-
confidence.

Ironically,   therefore,   in   moving
from    a    non-Jewish    to    a    Jewish
school,    I    exchanged    one    set    of
identity   problems   for   another.   In
one I was a minority because I was a
Jew,   in   the   other   because   I   was
poor  and   Orthodox.   But   the   ulti-
mate irony is this. With two years to
go  to  finishing  high  school,  I  enrol-
led at the high school of the Yeshiva
University in  New York  City.  Here
I  could  be  very  secure.  There  were
lots    of    scholarship    children    and
everyone was Orthodox.  There was
only one problem.  At the age of 15,
I  had  ceased  to  be  Orthodox.

My   journey   to   non-Orthodoxy
was started by my older brother.  He
had    left    Yeshiva     University    to
attend  a  secular  university.  He  had
lost  faith  in  Orthodoxy  as  he  stud-
ied  philosophy  and  became  enlight-
ened.

My   first   week-long   visit   to   my
brother   and   sister-in-law   shocked
me.  They  were  unobservant.  They
claimed  to  respect  my  own  Ortho-
dox  practice  but  that  was  no  con-
solation  for  me.  My  older  brother,
Chanan,  who  had  become  my  role
model  had  given  up  (Jff;. Judaism.  I
felt  shaken  and  lost.  What was  left?
Without  Judaism  what  was  I?  Yet
another irony and paradox.  Amidst
the confusion, there seemed to be a
hidden   and  small  glimmering  light
of hope  as  I  saw  the  possibility  and
the  excitement  of joining  the  liber-
ated and outside world.  My brother

C()ntinued  on  ne.xt  page
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had  done  it  and  while  I  could  not
articulate this feeling at that time, it
meant  that  some  day  I  could  also
enter  that  world.   My  brother  was
enjoying   a   fuller   life.    Perhaps   I
could,   too.   At  that  time  I  argued
with    him    over    his    heresy.    How
could   he   do   such   a   thing?   How
could   he   forsake   the   ways   of  his
ancestors?  He  eventually  become  a
Reform  rabbi  and  in  this,  too,  set
an  example  for me.

Due    to    the    influence    of    my
brother  I  had  become  a  voracious
reader     of     novels,     history     and
anthropology.  I had broadened out.
I  had  made  frieiids  in  the  world  of
literature and history and had learnt
about the  diverse  nature of society,
of both  the  heroes  and  heroines  of
famous   novels   and   the   primitive
cultures  of  Africa  and  other  conti-
nents.

I  began  to  look  at  my  own  reli-

gion   more   objectively.    Were   the
traditions  and  beliefs  of others only
to  be   the  subject  of  critical   study
and   not   my   own?   Was   only   my
religion   ordained   by   God?   These
questions lurked deep inside me but
were  not  answered.

But    actions    are    stronger   than
theory  and  this  is  how it happened.
I  was  15  and  reading  a  play  by  the
Greek    writer   Euripides.    I    came
across   a   wonderful    line   which    I
wanted   to   mark   for   future   refer-
ence.  Unfortunately it was S/tczbb¢/.
I  picked  myself  off  the  swing  sofa
on the porch, went to my bedroom,
found  a  pencil  and  underlined  the
sentence.  Nothing  happened.  I  de-
cided   to   challenge   the   Orthodox
Jewish   God   and   quickly   switched
on  and  off  the  bedroom  light.  No
lightning  struck  me.  The  world  had
not  changed  by  my  acts.  But  I  lie,
because  the  world  had  changed  for
me.

My decision to leave Philadelphia
to  attend  the  Yeshiva  High  School
in New York City was motivated by
the  desire  to  leave  home,  to  have
new  experiences  and  that  was  the
only  way  to  achieve  it.  New  York
Gty  and  the  new  world  beckoned
me.  Manhattan  was  also  where  my
brother   lived,   though   he,   at   that
time,  was  serving  as  a  chaplain  to
the  American  forces in  Korea.

With  the  help  of my  mother,  my
father   was   persuaded   to    let   me
leave   home.    He   had   his   doubts
about   my  motivation   for  going  to
the  Yeshiva.   But   he   submitted  to
the   pressure.   The   support   of  the

Zcde  was  enlisted.  As  he  had  gone
to see Dr. Samuel Belkin, President
of the Yeshiva  University  to obtain
entrance  and  a  scholarship  for  my
brother  Chanan,  so,  too,  would  he
intervene  on  my  behalf.  We  travel-
led  together  on  train   and  subway
and   were   ushered   into   the   Presi-
dent's   splendid   office.   My   grand-
father  spoke  eloquently  about  my
virtues,  my determination,  my  love
for  learning.   I  was  a  good  Jewish
boy.  Dr.  Belkin  could  not  help  but
remind  him  of the  defection  of  my
elder brother from  the  ranks of the
pious, to which he replied with utter
sincerity,   making   it   all   the   more
painful for me,  as I squirmed in  my
seat..  `Shimshori   is   anandere   shnit
t;c7/.c,  (Shimshon is from another cut
of cloth)'.  I  winced  as  I  heard  that
unwitting      falsehood      leave      his
mouth.  Fortunately,  I  was  not  cal-
led.on  to  say anything,  so  I  was  not
required  to  lie.  I  was  accepted  and

given   a   scholarship   providing   me
with   room   and  board   due   to   the
respect  for  my  Zccze'  and  his  learn-
ing.   On  the  train  coming  home,  I
felt  some  guilt  for  having  used  my
grandfather to  fulfil  an  ambition  of
which he would not have approved.
The  excitement  of  my  new  future,
however,  made  it bearable.

At the ycsfez.vcz I once more found
myself  in  a  minority  situation  -  a
rebel   among   Orthodox   Jews.   By
this   time   my   insecurity   had   been
translated into an independent spir-
it.  I had decided to make my feeling
that I  was  an  outsider my  strength.
My  rebelliousness,   however,   must
be  seen  in  its proper context.

What  is  important  is  that  I  had
survived  as  a  Jew  and  now  I  had
decided   to   survive   as   the   kind  of
Jew   I   wanted   to   be.   One   thing
which  was  never  in  doubt  and  that
was  that  my  rebellion  and  the  ex-
pression of my independence would
always be part of Jewish life and not
against it,  because  to  reject Jewish-
ness  would  be  to  destroy  my  very
soul .

From   the   day  of  my   birth,   my
destiny was clear. A Jew I was and a
Jew  I  would  remain.  And  however
often I think of the direction my life
could have taken had I done this or
that  differently,  for that  part  of my
destiny I have never been  sorry.

Rabbi  Sidney  Brichto  A4.A.,   D.D„   ;'ccci.vcd
seinicha   from   the   Hebl.ew   Union   College,
Cincinnati.  He is  Executive Vice-President of
the  ULPS  and  Director  of  the  Joseph  I.evy
Charitable  Follndation.
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FRICTION
GROWS AS

SOVIET]EWS
FLOOD IN

CLnd+ant

Norman  Berdichevsky

THE VAST BULK OF Soviet
Jews  now  pouring  into  Israel
by    the    hundred    thousands

pick   Israel   by   default.   They   are
bounded   out   of  their   native   land
and  no-one  else will  admit  them.

The United States,  the first pref-
erence of the  1980s emigration,  has
bolted  its  doors  to  all  but  4(),000  a
year.

Both the unprecedented numbers
and  their lukewarm  Jewish  identity
dramatically     heighten     the     new
absorption  problems.

These  start  the  day  they  arrive,
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with    the   allowances   paid    to   the
newcomers.

Each  new  o/cfe  -  Jewish  immig-
rant  to  Israel  -  receives  $500  per
person    for   hotel    accommodation
upon   arrival,   $3()0   per   family   for
rent  per  month  for the  first  year  in
the    country,     1,000    shekels    per
month   for   food   and   other   living
expenses, free instruction  in  a Heb-
rew  U/p¢# course for 6 months and
full  maternity  benefits.

These benefits arouse resentment
among  many  veteran  Israelis  who
believe   that   the   Russian   o/z.in  are

pampered  and  make  inordinate de-
mands.

So   the   wave   of   cz/z.};cz   expected
over  the  next  few  years  (well  over
180,000   will   have   arrived   in   1990
alone     and     estimates     are     that
500,000  will  arrive  in   1991)  is  sure
to  have  a  profound  impact  on  all
aspects  of Israeli  society.

Many  of  today's  Soviet  o/I.in  are
concentrated    in    professions    and
vocations  for  which  the  Israeli  free
market   economy   offers   little   de-
mand.   In   a   special   study   of   the
Central  Office of Statistics covering
immigrants  who  arrived in  1980-83,
approximately  20°/o   were   listed  as
`academics   and   scientists'   -   more

than  twice  the  proportion  of  such
groups  in  the  general  adult  Jewish
population  of Israel.

They    will,    therefore,    have    to
compete for positions  in  an  already
overstaffed  public  sector  or  choose
a new career. The problems, doubts
and questions of Soviet o/I./7t regard-
ing    Israel    are    mirrored    by    the
doubts    and    questions    of    many
veteran     Israelis     about     how     to
absorb   the   new   immigrants   in   a
period  of economic  recession,  high
unemployment  and  a  severe  hous-
ing  shortage.  Of the  1()0,0()()  Soviet
Jews  who  arrived  in  Israel  between
January  and  September  1990,  only
8,()()0    found    gainful    employment
and  are  `earning their keep'.  Veter-
an  Israelis  have  also  griped  that  a
higher proportion,  close to 50°/o,  of
Soviet o/I./77  have been  settled in  the
Tel   Aviv,   Jerusalem   and   `Central
District',  from  Rehovot to Herzliya
areas  than  other groups.

What  is  striking  is  not  simply  the
relatively   small   number   of   Soviet
o//./77  settling  in  the  .occupied  terri-
tories'.  barely  1%  despite  the  enor-
mous     fuss     in     the     international
media  about  the  alleged  existence
of a  plan  to  displace  local  Palestini-
an   Arabs.   Few   have   chosen   the
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Galilee  or  the  Negev,  `The  Israeli
Siberia'   for   many   Muscovites   or
Leningraders,  except for a  substan-
tial   concentration   in   the   town   of
Upper Nazareth.  Even  more  remar-
kable  is  the  almost  total  rejection  of
the  kibbutzim  by  Soviet  olim.  Less
than  1%  of new  arrivals  have  opted
for even a temporary z4/po# program-
me   in    kibbutzim.   The    kibbutzim
have  been  the victims  of a  complete
alienation   in   the   minds   of   Soviet
arrivals from anything that smacks of
`socialism',  let  alone  `Communism'.

Soviet Jews are not a homogenous
group in spite of their common fears
and  frustrations.   This  is  more  true
than   any  other  cz/I.yo.   The  Jews  of
Moscow,    Leningrad,    the    Ukraine
and  White  Russia,  the  Baltic States,
Central     Asia,     who     are     neither
Ashkenazi   nor  Sephardi  but  Geor-
gian,    Azerbaijani    and    Bukharan
Jews   and   the   Far   East   are   much
more different from each other than
the   most   extreme   regional   differ-
ences  among  areas  and  Jewish  com-
munities   in    Great   Britain   or   the
United  States.  This  applies  even  to
language,  educational  level,  religious
observance,     profession     and     past
identification with the Soviet regime.

A strong Jewish cultural identity is
held by a minority, few of whom are
literate in Yiddish or Hebrew.  Inter-
marriage is widespread and already is
a  source  of  tension  and  concern  by
`mixed couples'  who fear the Israeli-

Orthodox Rabbinate which has made
alarming   noises   about   Soviet   o/z."
`posing'  as  Jews.

The   demand   for   ritual   circum-
cision  -  b/-z./ -  has  increased  sharply
and  lsraeh  in(j/7cz/z.in - circumcisers -
are working overtime to take care of
a  backlog  of  requests  from  parents
who feel embarrassed that their sons
were   not   circumcised.    This   often
means   that   teenage   boys   are   now
undergoing  this  operation.

Soviet  o//.;77  are  aware  that  only  a
short time ago  a quarter of a million
Soviet  Jews  came  to   Israel,   mostly
out  of  a  sense  of  idealism  and  suc-
ceeded   in   putting   down   roots  -  a
model    they    may    indeed    emulate
since  there  already  exists  the  cradle
of  a   Russian   subculture  here.   It  is
more    and    more    obvious    in    the
growth   of  Russian   language   news-
papers   and   periodicals,   restaurants
and  the  appearance  of Russian  sub-
titles   on    selected   I`sraeli   television

programmes.
Cynical   Western   observers   who

have  experienced  the  worse  sides  of

an   Israeli   bureaucracy   that   is   con-
temptuous of the public and operates
the   Stalinist   principle   of   `you   are

guilty until proven innocent', beheve
that  Soviet  o/j.77z  may  even  have  an
advantage   in   that   they   have   long
experience  in  dealing  with  a  system
based  on  `it's  whom  you  know  and
not  what  you  know'  and  the  trading
of favours to cultivate influence - the
Israeli    term   for   this,   pro/ek/`?z.cz   is
actually  of Russian  origin.

Differences  in  mentality  with  the
native   Israelis   are   substantial    and
similar   in   nature   to   the   difference
encountered  by  German  and  Aust-
rian  Jews  -  the  so  called  yckkcs  -
who arrived in the  1930s. All children
in   the   Soviet   Union   are   taught   to
respect  authority - especially  that  of
the   teacher  in   the   classroom.   This
immediately  casts  them  as  `teacher's

pets'   in   the   eyes   of  most   s¢b;.cz  -
Israeli-born   -   children    who    seek
opportunities  to  challenge  and  even
mock   teachers   as   a   sign   of   their
sophistication.  Soviet  Jewish  parents
indeed  often  find  themselves  in  the
same situation as American or Euro-
pean  parents  who  resent  the  lack  of
respect for authority and public prop-
erty   so   common   in   Israel.   If  they
continue  to  arrive  and  their  children
`flood'   the  school  system,   they  will

certainly   be   in   a   position   to   exert

pressure   to   achieve   high   scholastic
standards  and  increase  teachers'  au-
thority.

Foi-many Soviet o/J.in,  Israel is the
final destination in their odyssey.  For
some    the    sense    of    comradeship
formed  under  oppression  is  a  trea-
sured value to be cultivated in  Israel.
They  feel  it  would  wither  under  the
assault  of  a  consumer-oriented  and
egotistical   society   like   the    United
States.

This  view  was  expresed  to  me  by
an  attractive  Soviet  woman   mathe-
matician,    Bela,    who   has   been    in
Israel  for  three  years  and  who   has
had  the  chance  to  visit  her  parents
regularly  who  chose  to  settle  in  the
United  States.   For  Bela  this  would
be   an   `air-conditioned   desert'.   She
sadly recounted to me how several of
her friends who chose America .have
changed'   and   no   longer   `share   the
same   Russian-Jewish   soul   that   was
kept  alive  during  the  long  years  of
Stalinism'|

Dr.  Norman  Berdichevsky /..7 fl g/.(7(/i/#/g a/ J/?c
Llni\'el.si{y   ()f  Wisconsin.   An   edit()I.`   [}-(il.slal()I-

illicl  fl.eel{llice  wl.i[el-`  he  li\'es  in  lsl.ael  where'  he

`spc'(iks  lio[  ()nly   He'bl-ew  llnd   F.Ilglish  biil   h{i`s
maslei-a.(I  .six  ()(he>r  I(ingiiiiges.
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MA'RNA
Theologvyswpplunenl

WE BELIEVE
THE  F3ESPONSE

InMA:Ng+A+^N_ur^=+b:=n2:~W~:_3_I_P!isTfieq?nnupeb^erof.re.spon.sestoour_`CollectiveTheologicalEssay'or
Statemeuto`fTrprogre.ss.i.ve.Ieyish.Bet.iofsw-hic_h_-I.adappearediieire--§i-ri;;-fr;;6-;s-;ir.

rye are^ delig_h.te.d to.b_3.abl_e to pubtish a ;Ofcond set Of res;ons-es.Afroalsetwithcontributionsfrom-Richar.fi:Fi_r::_fi:__A.ilenpofi6t;jF;;irk;i-I::riirbr;;it;i-;andwalterwurzburger
will appear in our April issue.

SURELY NO PRAYER WAS
ever more popular, ever more
widely  recited  than  the  be#f-

sfec#,  the  after-meal  benedictions.
Surely our forefathers,  more pious
than   we,   believed   what   they  re-
cited.  Yet  at  least one verse in  the
liturgy stands apart. In a 1976 trans-
lation this reads:  `1 was young and I
have   become   old,   and   yet   have
never  overlooked  a  deserving  man
who was destitute, with his children
begging for bread'.

But this is cheating, for, as found
in  a  1946  translation,  the  Hebrew
`says  `.  .  .  have  not  seen  good men
forsaken,  or  their  children  lacking
bread'. The reason for the cheating
is  clear.  In  1976  the  Holocaust had
sunk  in,  as  it  had  not  yet  in  1946.
But in order to question the correct
meaning of the verse, the Holocaust
is  not  required.   This  verse  could
never have  been  seriously  believed
by anyone.

Then  how  could  they,  our  pious
ancestors,  keep  on  reciting  it?  Be-
cause  -  any  other  answer  insults
either   their   intelligence   or   their
kind of piety - they held fast to the
faith,  as  ancient  as the Jewish peo-
ple   itself,    in    God's   Presence   in'
h:+story.,  all  e.vidence  to  the  contrary
notwithstanding.

What makes a Jew unique among

HOPH

Emil L.  Fackenheim
the  nations  and  religions  is  that  he
holds   fast   to   God,   holds   fast   to
history  and,   even  I.#  ejrfremz.S,   re-
fuses to let the two be torn asunder.
J7c exzre777z.a a Christian may let go of
history,  a  pagan,  of  God.  A  Jew
without  hope for history  has  been,
through the ages, a contradiction in
terms.

This   is   why,   in   the   history   of
Judaism-nay, that of world religions
-  the   Holocaust  is   a   catastrophe
without   precedent,   camng  indeed
for  no  less  than  a  `radical  horror'.
Prior  to  the  event,  z.ft  ejrf7~emz.a  the
Jewish   testimony   to   hope,   itself
extreme, was martyrdom. But when
Jewish birth, and not faith or deeds,
was made into the `crime' deserving
humiliation,    torture    and    death,
then along with the murder of Jews
went the murder of Jewish martyr-
dom.

We may wish to divert our atten-
tion to those who,  despite all, were
martyrs or heroes. But we need but
re-hear the screams of the children,
thrown   into   the   Auschwitz   fires
alive, in order to face up to the fact
that  the  Jewish  testimony  to  hope

was murdered,  and with it the hope
itself.

Tlys .is why  Progressive Judaism..
A_ .Collective _Theological  Essay  and
Dr.sc%ssz.o#   Pczj7er,   though   an   out-
standing   synthesis,   needs   in   each
and  every  one  of its  parts  nothing
less than a resurrection  of the mur-
dered hope. Without it, we proceed
with  `modernity'  as  if  nothing  had
happened,   when   in   fact  the  very
word  `Progres`sive'  in  our  `Judaism'
has    lost    its    one-time    meaning.
`Good     and     Evil',      `Right     and

Wrong', `Enlightened and Ignorant'
-  these  terms  mean  what  they  do
apart from history.  `Progressive.,  in
contrast,  implies  that  history  has  a
forward    direction.    But,    without
blasphemy  toward  the  dead,   who
dare assert that what happened was
nothing   but   an    `interruption'    of
progress, a `relapse into barbari`sm!,
or,  as  a  survivor  well  put  it,  in  an
otherwise      well-functioning      .fac-
tory',  an  `accident'?

Then where can  one look for the
required   resurrection?   Perhaps   in
many  places.  For  a  Jew  individu€il-
ly. in every family knowingly raising
a  Jewish  child,   collectively,   in   the
knowing   deci`sien   to   open   a   new
page   jn   the   history   of   Jews.   of
Judaism.  If only a world in fear of a
universal, nuclear Holocaust under-



stood, it would see light in a people
that,   having   undergone   a   Holo-
caust,  has  a national hymn  entitled
fr4r-7l.kva -the Hopel

Professor   F.nil   L.   Fackenheim   /.s  Jew/.y',9
lead.lug existen[ialis[ tl.eologian and al{thor of
To Mend the World.

ISRAEL - AN
APPROACH

Jacob Neusner

THE RESPONSIBILITIES of
World    Jewry    toward    the
State  of Israel,  addressed  in

part   D   of   this   important   credo,
underline   the   ambiguities   of   our
relationship with the State of Israel.
Matters  are  framed  quite  properly
in   their  full   complexity:   Israel   as
People, Israel as State. But a richer
appreciation  for  `Israel'  in  the  life
and faith of Judaism seems to me to
be wanting and that is because all of
us have so emphasised the political,
ethnic    and    social    meanings    of
`Israel'  as  to  have  lost  sight  of the

religious: holy Israel.  So D:  1, 2, 3,
4,  and  5  cover  everything  but  the
important:   why   `Israel'   forms  the
critical    religious    dimension,    the
profoundly-native      category,      of
Judaism.

The  reason,  I  think,  is  that  we
have not yet fully made our own the
achievement  of Zionism  in  norma-
lising  the  life  of the Jewish  people
everywhere.  And it is  on  that mat-
ter that I wish to focus  in  response
to  your  credo.  For  once  we  have
fully appropriated for ourselves our
normal   condition,   we   may   once
more  appreciate  the  other-worldly
and supematural  category,  `Israel',
which we comprise -not a people,
not  a  nation,  not  a  family,  not  a
land,  though  all  of  these,  but  f#z.
gc#crz.s.. a category unlike all others.

So let us dwell on the normalisa-
tion of Israel, so that once more we
may  learn  to  appreciate  the  other
than routine character of Israel.  As
a Zionist, I claim the Zionist move-
ment set out to achieve three goals:
the (re)definition of the Jews into a
political  entity,  the  `enlandisement'
and empowerment of the Jews and
the  normalisation  of the  Jews - all
three  accomplished  in  the  creation
of   the   State   of   Israel.   No-one
debates   whether   or   not   Jewry
constitutes   a   political   entity,   cap-

able of defining and effecting public
policy.  No-one  can  argue  that  the
Jews have  and use power.  No-one
calls  into  question  the  proposition
that the Jews now are pretty much
like other groups of their class.

It  is  time  for Diaspora Jewry to
normalise its own relationship with
the State of Israel  and to let Israeli
political   processes   dictate   Israeli
public policy. A while back, a hand-
ful of American Jews -renegades,
really -handed the Palestine Liber-
ation  Organisation  a  victory  when
they  undertook  to  negotiate  with
the PLO concerning Israeli matters.
Now   when   citizens   of   one   state
undertake  to  negotiate with  repre-
sentatives   of   another   (soz.-dz.scz#f)
state   concerning  the   affairs   of  a
third  state,   we  must  regard  that
action    as    highly    irregular.    The
reason is that in the affalrs of states
and  nations,  third  party  interven-
tion ordinarily is deemed an offence
and may be construed as an act, not
of   treason   or   sedition   but   war.
Whom did the Stockholm Five repre-
sent? And what empowers American
Jews   to   enter   into   the   political
process  of  the  State  of  Israel  and
pass   their   opinion   on   everything
Israelis do? American Jewish busy-
bodies call into question whether or
not   the   conduct   of  Jews'   public
policy   has   attained   that   state   of
normality that the normalisation of
the Jews' condition by Zionism was
meant  to  accomplish  -  and  has  in
the main  accomplished.

Do  American  Roman  Catholics
propose to dictate the foreign policy
of such Catholic countries as Spain,
Italy    or    Brazil?    Do    American
Lutherans  presume  to  tell  Sweden
or  Denmark  how  to  conduct  their
relationships  with  the  USSR?  Ob-
viously  not.  And  if we  proceed  to
ask    whether    American    Roman
Catholics negotiate with Britain  on
Spain's  claim  to  Gibraltar,  or with
Britain   on   the   conflict  in   Ulster,
whether    American    Presbyterians
with  their  heavy  stake  in  Korean
Protestantism,   presume   to   fly   to
Pyongyang    to    talk    with    North
Korea  about  its  relationships  with
South   Korea,   whether   American
Methodists   fly   about   the   Pacific
working  out  the  relationships  be-
tween the New Caledonian  Kanaks
and the Indians and French in those
same  islands,  American  Orthodox
Christians  address the Turks  about
what they should do to establish the
Turkish Republic of Cyprus in rela-

tionship with the Republic of Cyprus
- but  why  go  on?  The  list  tots  up
absurdity after absurdity.

So   we   must   now   ask   how   to
reform  the  mentality  of  Diaspora
Jews,  so  as  to  normalise  and  regu-
larise the  rules  of framing  and  car-
rying out public policy.  We have to
accept  as  normal  the  fact  that  out-
side  the  State  of  Israel  there  are
Jews  in various parts  of the  world,
all   of  them   citizens  of  their  own
nations,  none  of them  `enlandised'
and empowered within the State of
Israel. All of these Jews care deeply
for what happens in and to the State
of Israel,  just  as  American  Roman
Catholics  of  Italian  origin  are  en-
gaged  by the  affairs  of the  Church
and the Italian state and polity, just
as  American  Roman   Catholics  of
Hispanic  origin  care  deeply  about
what  happens  in  Mexico  and  Cen-
tral  America.  But  caring  for  other
Americans  ordinarily  does  not  spill
over into  meddling and the intense
and    unrelenting    engagement    of
American   Jews   in   Israeli   public
policy ordinarily does.

What    then    defines    normality?
And   how   can   a   highly   irregular
relationship be normalised? Ameri-
can   or   British   Jews   have   got   to
accept the fact that, living here, not
there,   they  cannot  bear  the  con-
sequences of the policies they advo-
cate  and  hence  the  course  of  res-
ponLsibility  requires  them  to  frame
opinions  however  they  wish  but  to
work  to  effect  them,  if at  all,  only
within  the  norms  of  American  or
British public life. That, in my view,
means  first,  that  we  speak  here  at
home,    in   terms   of   our   political
system   and   structure,   arguing   in
terms  of  American   or  British   in-
terests  on  behalf  of  those  policies
that   we   deem   favourable   to   the
State of Israel. The Zionist Organi-
zation   of  America   effectively  has
done just that for generations now;
so,  too,  do  most  of  the  pro-Israel
lobbies   in   Washington.   How   the
equivalent   bodies   of   British   and
French  Jewry  do  their  work within
the  policial  systems  and  structures
of their own  nations  is for them  to
Say.

Second, where we cannot  as for-
eigners  enter into  the formation  of
Israeli   policy,   we   should   support
what   we   can   when   we   can   and
otherwise,    let   the   Israelis   make
their  own  mistakes.  Their  political
process,   democratic   and   just,   or
clumsy and corrupt, must be free to



do its work and will do its work. We
who  live  far  off must  give  up  our
prophet's  cloak,  ceasing to  leap  to
condemn   the   slightest   Israeli   in-
fringement   upon   our   heightened
and  selective  sensitivity  to  the  re-
quirements of justice. The calling of
Israel  as  holy  has  too  long  been
confused  with  the  conduct  of  the
State  of  Israel  in  its  worldly  tasks
and the rhetoric of self-righteous -
and  selective  -  indignation  at  the
flaws   of  Israeli   public  policy   be-
speaks  a  misunderstanding  of  the
category,  Israel.

Third,  the Israelis must now rec-
ognise  that  the  cost  of  the  special
relationship  with  world  Jewry  ex-
ceeds the benefit. Insisting that they
form  the  centre  of  world  Jewry,
proposing  to  utilise  Jews  through-
out the world in the achievement of
their national goals subject the State
of Israel to politics it cannot accom-
modate - constituencies not only in
Holon but also Hampstead. Just as
the Israelis have built a normal state,
so  they  have  now  to  rethink  the
requirements  of  the  normalisation
of  relationships   with,   even,   Jews
outside the Statel

]z\coh "ousner is  Graduate  Research Profes-
sor  of  Religious  Studies  at  the  University  of
Soittl. Florida and Martin Buber Professor of
Juiliiic  Stiidies  at the  Un.lversity  of Frankfurt.
He i`s the allthor of numerous  books.

JUSTICE
AND THE

PALESTINIANS

Marc H.  Ellis

WAS  PLEASED  TO  receive
the    theological    essay    `Prog-
ressive  Judaism'  and  am  quiteIimpressed with its scope, its operiness

and, in part, its haunting beauty.  A
conservative Jew by upbringing and
affiliation, the essay's discussions of
truth   and   pluralism,   reason   and
faith and `starting with people where
they are'  strike me as  accurate  and
generous  appraisals  of  contempor-
ary Jewish life.

Unfortunately,     the     statement
"we  always  seek  `to  count  people

in' " is less a norm than a goal in the
Jewish   community.   In   my  travels
and correspondence I find too many
Jews   who   are   `counted   out'   on

religious    and    political    grounds.
Often   these   are   the   very  people
who carry out the ethical commands
of our tradition but find the spiritual
and  political   aspects  of  organised
Jewish life to be barren,  or even in
contravention  of  the  ethical  com-
mandments  of our  inheritance.  At
the  same  time  the  description  of
the  Jewish  relationship  to  God  as
containing       understanding       and
knowledge,  doubt and uncertainty,
might   appeal   to   many   searching
Jews,  as it does to  me.  The  affirm-
ation of a dialectical  tension within
our  understanding  of  God  is  pro-
found: `God is the God of Abraham
and  Sarah,   about  whom  we   can
speak.  But God is also the Ez.73 ScJf,
Without End,  of the mystics  about
whom we can say nothing or almost
nothing,.

The view of God and the intimate
connection with the pursuit of justice
developed in the essay are appropri-
ately shadowed by the experience of
Holocaust.  The  `radical  horror'  is
properly  followed  by  the  essential
Jewish task -to act as witnesses, to
survive   and  to   mend.   `We  know
that we are obliged to show solidari-
ty  with  other  potential  and  actual
victims of genocide in our time and
to oppose all forms of group hatred
wherever    they     manifest     them-
selves'.  It  is  also  accurate  to  point
out  that  the  experience  of  Holo-
caust has caused a fear of the world,
an  introversion,  paradoxically  en-
couraging  both  a  suspicion  of  the
world  and  a  certain  Jewish  trium-
phalism   to   emerge.   Though   this
fear and triumphalism are linked in
your  essay  to  relations  with  other
faiths, they also impede our solidar-
ity with others struggling for justice
around the world.

The   question   of  solidarity   and
triumphalism is most clearly evident
in   the   continuing   crisis   involving
Israel  and  occupied  Palestine  and
not  unexpectedly  this  discussion  is
to my mind the weakest area of the
essay.  To  be  fair,  it  is  stated  that
Israel    represents,     among    other
things,   a  challenge  to  the  Jewish
people  of the  `just  and  responsible
use  of power within  and on behalf
of a nation state' which encompasses
ethical  and  political  problems  of an
{enormity       which       overshadows

almost everything else in Jewish life
today'.   Obviously   the   brevity   of
each  section  and  the  document  it-
self precludes an in-depth discussion
of this historical and complex issue.

However,  if one  believes,  as  do  I,
that  the  concrete  act  of  solidarity
with the Palestinian people - which
includes   among   other   things   the
immediate  end  of  the  occupation,
the  creation  of  a  Palestinian  state
alongside  Israel  and  a  repentance
for past  and  present transgressions
agalnst  the  Palestinian  people - is
not just  a  matter  of political  expe-
diency  but  a  necessary  element  of
contemporary Jewish faith, then an
explicit   theological   statement   re-
garding  the  intertwined  destiny  of
Jews and Palestinians is of absolute
importance.

To incorporate such a vision into
Progressive   Judaism   is   to   give
substance  to  the  contemporary  ex-
pression of the inclusive covenantal
partnership    so    beautifully    desc-
ribed. Milton Viorst, an author and
contributing editor of rz.kkz{#, wrote
recently that the 1980s, with explicit
reference  to   Israen   repression   of
the      Palestinian      uprising,      was
`perhaps the most shameful  decade

in the history of the Jews'.  Is jt too
much to say that the beauty of this
theological  essay  is  shadowed  now
not  only  by  the  Holocaust  but  by
our  own  acts  in  history,  including
the  silent  and  active  complicity  in
the destruction of indigenous Pales-
tinian  culture  in  historic  Palestine
and  the  humiliation  of its  people?
To salvage the possibility of fidelity
we   must   speak   and   act   out  this
solidarity   in   explicitly   theological
terms.  Thus  instead  of  pretending
innocence and serving state power,
Jews are called to repentance and to
confront   Jewish    state   power   in
Israel.   This   confrontation   repre-
sents a desperate and final  attempt
to save the Palestinian people and,
at the same time,  a similar attempt
to  rescue  our  own  tradition  from
becoming a tool of oppressionl

Dr.  Mare  H.  Ellis  dr  Dj.rccfor,   J#ff[.rwfc /or
I_u.stic€    and__Peace,    Maryknoll    School    Of

Theology,  USA,  and  author  of Towa,Ids -a
Jewish  Theology of Liberation.

SOCIAL AND
HTHICAL

Geoffrey Alderman
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with   other   varieties   of   Judaism,
rather  than  to  dwell  on  points  of
difference. Building upon values we
have    in    common    is    a    Kz.cZc7zfsfe
Hczsfoem.  Harping obsessively upon
our differences is a true Profanation
of the Divine Name, on account of
which, we are told, the Temple was
destroyed. I cannot accept the view
that  the  Five  Books  of Moses  are
not the Word of the Almighty and,
for me,  the fro/¢kfeczfe is  a liberating
framework,   freeing  me   from  the
constraints  and  temptations  of the
material  world.  In  addition  but no
less    important   is   the   role   that
fe¢/czkfeczfe  plays  in  my  life  as  a  vital

part of my dialogue with my Maker:
observance  of  the  laws  of  kczsfe7'ztf,
for exaLmp\e, a.nd of taharat hamish~
pachah.

Where   modern   Orthodoxy   has
failed   is   in   its   insistence   on   the
importance of ritual at the expense
of the  importance  of ethics  and  of
right  conduct.  For  many  so-called
Orthodox Jews, making a cup of tea
on a Friday night in a way that does
not contravene the laws of Sfeobbczf
is more important than the practical
and   personal   application   of   the
fe¢/czkfec!fe   in   relation,   say,   to   the
rights  of the poor,  both within  and
beyond   the   Jewish   world,   or   to
broad  questions  of social  justice  in
our society.  I was,  therefore, parti-
cularly  pleased  to  note  how  much
space was  devoted in  the paper on
Progressive  Judaism  to  social  and
ethical  questions,  to the role of the
ethical  777z.£zvof in  relation  to  public
life  and to the  maintenance of sex-
ual fidelity.

I would  have  liked  the  paper to
be more outspoken on the role of a
secure     family     environment     in
underpinning  stability  in  society  in
particular. It should and could have
said  more  about  the  centrality  of
the marital home in supporting and
transmitting   Jewish   values.   I   am
constantly  having  to  point  out  to
non-Jews   that   Judaism   is   not   a
synagogue-going  religion.  You  can
be  a  one-hundred-per-cent  Ortho-
dox Jew without ever setting foot in
a  synagogue,  though  for  too  many
Jews,  being  seen  in  a  synagogue is
more  important  than  acting  out  a
truly  religious life.

I  am  embarrassed - of course,  I
am  also  thrilled  -  when  my  non-
Jewish  friends  tell  me  how  much
they   admire   the   stability   of   the
Jewish home.  Sadly, marital break-
down    is   on    the   increase   within

British Jewry and, in tune with the
temper   of   the   times,   divorce   is
regarded as  an easy option.  Where
a marriage has irretrievably broken
down,  one  must  be  brutally  realis-
tic.  But though much good work is
being done in the field of marriage
guidance,   the   Anglo-Jewish   com-
munities could  do better.  I support
a  compassionate  approach  towards
sexual  deviancy  and  in  doing  so  I
recall   that   the    Torczfa   condemns
homosexual  practices,  not  the  fact
of being homosexual.  But Judaism,
including Progressive Judaism,  will
live   and   grow   only   through   the
workings   of   the   secure,   hetero-
sexual  family  unit.  In  this  regard,
the   wider   aspirations   of   Jewish
women need to be fully understood
and fully accommodated.

Professor Geoffrey Alderman I.s Pro/asor a/
Politics   &  Contemporary  History  at  Royal
Holloway  & Bedford New College,  University
of London.

I DISAGREE

David Novak

A::T:I:QnFor:d;:i:an:!J:e;er=n::f
the `Progressive' Jewish community
as   it   is   presently   constituted,    I
found much in this essay with which
to agree, such as the critical accept-
ance of modernity,  the rejection of
fanaticism,  the  affirmation  of  the
election  of  the  Jewish  people,  the
espousal  of interreligious  dialogue,
the  sanctity  of  the  Land  of  Israel
and the indispensability of the State
of Israel  and  the  necessity  for  the
observance of personal mztzvof such
as kashrut End Shabl]at.

Nevertheless, there is much with
which   I   respectfully  disagree   and
that  is   what  I  offer  in  this   brief
response to the essay.  Space allows
me to dwell on one point alone but
it is fundamental to our differences.

It seems to have become a central
dogma of Progressive Judaism,  fol-
lowing  Buber  and  Rosenzweig,  to
affirm   the  fact  of  revelation   and
simultaneously  to   deny  its  verbal
content.  Hence,  the  Torczfe,  as  the
essay  puts  it,  `reflects  revelation...
recorded by words which,  in them-
selves,  are not revelation'.  Revela-
tion, then, seems to be an ineffable
experience  recorded  in  words.  But

how  can  the  ineffable  become  eff-
able?  It  would  seem  that  this  can
only  be  the  case  if  one  adopts  a
stance extending from the mediaeval
nominalists to Kant to the American
pragmatists  to   the   later  Wittgen-
stein, namely,  experience is shaped
and  directed by the  linguistic pow-
ers of those experiencing it. Hence,
the experiencer,  for all intents  and
purposes , determines the experience,
not vice-versa. The experience itself
has   no   independent   content   or
voice. It is at most a limit for human
action  of which  human  speech  is  a
Part.

The question for those who advo-
cate this ineffable revelation is how
to respond to the atheistic charge of
Feuerbach,  Freud  and  others  that
revelation is nothing but the projec-
tion of a human desire onto a divine
entity.   As  such,   revelation  is  not
only  erroneous,   it  is  ffec  locus   of
human self-deception.

It seems to me that the Progres-
sive  theology  of  revelation  has  no
answer    to    this    central    modern
charge,  even  if it  does  go  back  to
Korah  and  Epicurus.  Moreover,  it
leads  to  the  same  ambivalence  re-
garding  the  authority  of  fecz/czkfeczfe.
If   revelation   is   silent,   then   the
priority  of  speech  must  always  lie
with those who  do speak now over
those  who  did  speak  in  the  past -
tradition. The authority of tradition
derives from  its being closer to  the
revelation of God's word than we in
the   present   are.   Without   verbal
revelation,  in  case  of  any  conflict
with present convictions, mores,  or
even   taste,   tradition   cannot   but
lose.

The   essay   does   distinguish   be-
tween God and humans.  However,
in a religion of revelation and tradi-
tion such as Judaism , the distinction
must be made between the wo7'd of
God  and the  words of man.  And
it   must   be   a   distinction   with   a
difference  to  be  truly  cogent.  This
assertion does not entail fundamen-
talism  as regards the texts of Scrip-
ture and their transmission and this
can be demonstrated. But the allot-
ted   space   for   this   response   only
allows me to state this point herel
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A MATZAH PUDDING OF

JEWISH FOOD
Fa,t:,sc?e.N=Psh:to::I:s;teT:eHva;;L.:any:
man to spend Sfeczvz/of with them by
his description of Golda's b/z.#/zcs -
`Such b/!.„fzes as your blessed ances-

tors  never  ate  in  Egypt  .  .   .  plump
and  juicy  and  as  sweet  as  the  life-

giving   manna   from   heaven    .    .    .
Everybody   was   happy,   everybody
felt    merry,    it   was    a   wonderful,
happy  Sfecvwos'.

Shavuot and blintzes go together.
TJike Pesach aLnd kneidlach . Or Cha-
#4!kczfe  and  /czJkcs.  But  how  authen-
tic are the traditional Jewish dishes?
B/!.#fzc  is   `pancake'   in   Ukrainian,
k#ez.cZ/czcfo  is  `dumpling'  in  German,
/a/kc  is  `pancake'  in  Slavic.  So,  can
these    be    `typical'    Jewish    foods?
Even  as late  as 450 years  ago, Jews
could  not  have  made  potato  /cz/kcs
for  Cfecz#wkczfe  because  no  Jew  had
ever set  eyes  on  a potato.

The    `traditional'    Yiddish    song
Bw/beg    describes    their    menu    as
`Sunday   potatoes,   Monday   pota-

toes,     Tuesday     and     Wednesday
potatoes,     Thursday     and     Friday
potatoes,   but   on   Saturday   for   a
change -a potato kwgc/! Sunday .  .  .

potatoes, .
This  diet,  monotonous  as it  must

have  been,  was  based  on  a  vege-
table  only  introduced  into  Western
Europe in  1588  and it took  another
200 years before potatoes became a
familiar  European  food.  Potato  re-
cipes first appeared in a Swiss cook-
book  in  1598  and  then  filtered  into
Western   Europe's   pantries   to   re-
appear, hallowed by tradition, inside
latkes  for  Chanukah  a.Tid  kugel  for
Sabbath.

As   poverty   plagued   the   `gfo/c//,
food  itself  was  often  a  luxury  and
traditional  recipes  made  economic
use  of the  cheapest  foods  available
in the area.  In the words of the song
just  quoted  -  `Must  one  only  eat
meat  and  have  a  fat  belly?  In  time
of  poverty,  potatoes  are  also  a  de-
licacy,.

What we regard today as tradition-
al Jewish food is really just the food
of some of the  lands through which
the   wandering   Jews   have   passed.

Gwynne Schrire
While    we    sojourned    there,    we
would eat the foods available, adapt
the recipes to our dietary standards
and adopt the words used for them.
`Traditional' Jewish cookery reveals

our  history,  as  do  the  words  used
for these  dishes.

The    English    also    adapted   the
foods  and  adopted  the  words.  The
Angles     and    Saxons     had     cows,
sheep,     calves     and     swine.     The
French  conquerors  in  1066  prefer-
red their own recipes, so the French
words  came   to  the   table   and   en-
tered  English  as  beef,  mutton,  veal
and     pork.      Some     foods     were
adopted  with  their  original  names,
others  with  the  name  of  the  place
from where they originated.  Toma-
toes took the Mexican name fomczf/,
while    potatoes    were    grown    on
Mount Potosi by the Potosino silver
miners  in  Peru.  Chocolate  was  the
j¥oco/czf/  drunk  in  the  court  of  the
Emperor   Montezuma   of   Mexico,
while  tea  was  called  fcfecz  in  Canto-
nese  but  /czy  in  the  dialect  used  in
Amoy,    the    Chinese    port    from
where it was imported by the Dutch
East India Company. Thus, the En-
glish   called   it   tea   but   the   Slavs
called  it  fcfeczy  -  hence  the   teapot
became  the  fcfe}/Hz.k  as  in  the  Yid-
dish  phrase  feczk  a  fcfe)J#!.k  or  `strike
the teapot'.  S.Y.  Agnon, the Israeli
writer  describes  the  first  encounter
of  a  party  of  early  nineteenth  cen-
tury   Jewish   pilgrims   with   coffee.
Their    Sephardic    brethren    boiled
kcz/?¢vcz,     a    kind    of    drink    which
rouses the heart and causes sleep to
depart  and  which  is  not  known  in
the  land  of  Poland,   although  it  is
mentioned  in  the  Sfe#/cfecz#  ArLfcfe.
It is apt that Agnon's pilgrims to the
Holy  Land  were  introduced  to  cof-
fee,  as  it  was  Arab  pilgrims  return-
ing   from   Mecca   who   spread   the
drink   qczfet4;c   from   the   1400s.   The
names  adopted  for  new  foods  are
not necessarily accurate. The fate of
the    Mexican    birds    imported    to
Europe   by   Spain   and   brought   to

England by merchants from Turkey
was  to  be  roasted  under  the  name
turkey.

We  also  tend  to  ignore  the  fact
that although our culinary tastes are
conservative,    habits    do    change.
Could   you  think   of  giving   a  chil-
dren's party without Coke or chips?
But   a   century   ago   there   was   life
without    Coke.    Mealie-meal,    the
staple  food  in  Africa  and  potatoes,
the   staple   food   in   Ireland,   were
both   imports   from   America   -   a
direct  result  of the  Spanish  explor-
ation  in  the  sixteenth  century.  We
are unaware of the alteration in our
diets  created  by  the  availability  of
these  new-fangled  American  food-
stuffs,  imported  long  before  Coke
and    chips.     Potatoes,     tomatoes,
maize,   avocados,   lima,   string   and
runner  beans,  red  and  green  pep-
pers,   peanuts,   vanilla,   chocolate,
turkey  -  all   came  from   America.
When the Jews filtered into Europe
in  Roman  times,  when  they  were
fleeing   into   Eastern   Europe   one
thousand  years  later  after  the  mas-
sacres  of the  Crusades  in  the  west,
they  were   celebrating   Pcsczcfe   and
SA¢t;wof but  were  doing  so  without
any  of  the  special  foods  -  none  of
them   having  yet  entered  Europe.
The diet in Eastern  Europe was far
more   limited   -   onions,   cabbage,
peas,   broad   beans,   rye   or   wheat
flour.   Even   today   in   an   Eastern
Europe starved of consumer goods,
apart   from   the   potato,   which   is
common,   few  of  these   vegetables
are  available.

Immigrants to South  Africa  from
Eastern   Europe   talk   about   their
amazement  when  first  given  bana-
nas.  One  old  man  said  that  he  was
given     grapes     and     bananas     at
Madeira.  `The  grapes  I  ate  but  the
bananas  I  threw  overboard  as  I  did
not  think  they  were  food'.  An  old
lady  remembered  that  her  mother-
in-law  visited  her  in  Lithuania  and
would not allow her to put a tomato
in the stew, being convinced that the
strange foodstuff must be poisonous.
Another,  also  from   Lithuania,   re-
called  the  belief that  the  top  of the
tomatoes   caused   cancer.   Another
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remembered    her    mother    seeing
squash  on  the  vegetable  cart  when
they   arrived   in   Cape   Town   and
buying the green ball for her to play
with,   not   realising   that   it   was   a
vegetable.

Our  recipes  today  make  use  of
the  food  available  here -potatoes,
tomatoes,  vanilla,  corn.  Our  tradi-
tional    recipes   show   which    foods
were available at the time and place
where     those     dishes     originated.
Many  of  our  traditional  dishes  de-
veloped   in   mediaeval   Germany,
Poland  and  Russia  and  the  names
carry  their  history.

From  Germany  come  the  words
gefilte   fish,   bagels,   hamantaschen,
kneidlach,  kugel,  strudel,  tayglagh,
fzz.mmes.  From  Germany,  the  Jews
moved  into  Eastern  Europe.  From
Poland   and   Russia   come   b/z.#fzcs,

F!or_sht,   imberlach,   kasha,   chreyn,
lathes,  pitcha  (or  fisnoga),  shchav.
7l./77c A4czg¢zz.#c,  in  an  article  on  the
recent changes in Poland faced with
the   temptations   of   Western   con-
sumerism,    quotes    a    Pole    saying
`P!.rogcH   is   not   a   noble   dish'.   So

pz.rogc#,  too, becomes a dish whose
origin   Jews   must   share   with   the
Poles.

Gefilte  fish  wa,s  known  on  F`us-
siam    and    Polish    hotel    menus    as
`Jewish    fish'.    Perhaps    this    is    a

genuine  invention  of the frugal  and
impoverished  Jewish  mother.   It  is
believed  to  have  originated in  Hol-
land,  where  the  Jews  fled  after  the
1492    expulsion    from     Spain.     In
Rumania  and  the  Balkans  the Jews
would  serve  whole  fish,  stuffed  be-
tween   the   skin   and   backbone.   In
America  it  became  the  minced  fish
balls  we  know  here.

The   bczge/  is   supposed   to   have
originated when the Turks attacked
Vienna  in  1683  but  were driven  off
by John  Sobiesky,  King  of Poland.
One  soldier was  given  as  booty the
sacks of unfamiliar coffee beans left
behind by the Turks and started the
first  Viennese  coffee  house,  where
he   served   crescent-shaped   breads
with    it.    When    Sobiesky   entered
Vienna   with   the   grateful   citizens
clinging  to   his  stirrups,   the   baker
redesigned   his   breads   into   stirrup
shapes  -  bc4/gc/  in  German  -  and
the   Jews   emigrated   from   Austria
into   Poland   bringing   their   bczgc/s
with  them.  However,  the  Austrian
origin   is   contested   by   the   Poles,
who claim that the earliest record of
bczgc/s    comes    from    the    Cracow
Community Register in  1610 where
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it was decreed that every woman in
childbirth  should  be  given  a  bczgc/.
So,  are  bczgc/s  Polish,   Austrian  or
Jewish?

Hamanta.schen    .\s    German    fcir
Haman's   purse.   The   Italian   Jews
bake  Haman's  ears,  elongated  like
the    donkey's    ears    they    believed
Haman to have possessed.  In Bohe-
mia   they   were   filled   with   prune
sauce after the 1731  Brandeis PL!rj.in
-  which   celebrated   the   release  of
the  Brandeis  family,   plum   merch-
ants,   after   being   falsely   accused.
But    as    each    Jewish    community
bakes  for  Pz/r;.in  the  type  of  sweet
pastry  customary  in  that  area,  we
cannot be sure  what is  the  original,
traditional  f7omcz#/czscfec.

K#ge/ is  the  German  for  ball,  or
any  round-shaped  object.  There  is
an  old  and  unfair  saying  that  if  a
woman    cannot    make    a    kL/gc/   -
divorce  her.

Some   of   our   traditional   dishes
have  even  earlier  stories  wrapped
up   in   their   names.    Our   Yiddish
word  for  a  dumpling,  krcppe/    or
krap/c!cfe,    came    into   Yiddish    via
Judeo-French  from  the  Old French
word  crcspc  meaning  `pancake'  or
`filled  pastry'  or  any  wrinkled  mat-

erial  -  like  cr€pc  cZc  cfrz.#c  or  crGpc
sLfzc/fc.  But this is not the end of the
story.  Before it  entered  Old French,
the  word  had  come  from  the  Latin
crz.xp£Jm.   Who  would  have  thought
that potato  crisps,  crGpc s£{zc//c and
krap/czcfe   all   came   from   the   same
stem?

Cfeo/c#f is  regarded  as  the  typical
Jewish   dish-invented   by   Jews   to
enable  them  to  have  a  hot,  cooked
dish  on  Sfeczbbczf  and  many  are  the
stories  of children  sent down  to  the
bakers  on  Fridays,  each  with  their
own  specially  marked  pot  for  this
dish  of slowly cooked  stew of meat
and   beans,   placed   in   the   baker's
oven where the heat kept it cooking
slowly   till   after   sfez{/   on    Sfeczbbc7/.
There  are  even  stories  of  children
stealing  meat  out  of the  pot  on  the
way  home,  or  stories  with  a  higher
moral,  of taking  a  potato  from  the
pot  of  the  rich  to  place  inside  the
pot  of the poor.

Heinrich    Heine    converted    to
Christianity   to   gain   the   practical
benefits   that   accompanied   it,   but
kept his Jewish taste buds, as shown
in   a   poem   he   wrote   to   parody
Schiller's   OcZc  fo  Jo}J.   Heine's  ver-
sion,   glorifying   cfeo/c#f   or   scfecz/c/
went:

Scfecr/c/,  lovely  ray  of  God,

Daughter of Elysium,
So  might  Schiller's  ode  have

sounded,
Had  he  ever tried  that  dish.
For it  is  the  food  of heaven,
Which  on  Sinai  God  Almighty -
He  no  less - explained  to  Moses
All  the  secrets  of preparing  .  .  .
In  another  poem,   Pr/.#cess  Scz6-

bcz/fo,  he  wrote:
Dearest,  smoking is  forbidden
For today it  is the  Sabbath
But  at  noon  as  compensation
There shall  steam  for thee a dish
That  in  very  truth  divine  is -
Thou  shalt  eat  today  of Scfecz/e/.
Heine also wrote `Thanks only to

this  dish,  the  Jews  still  hang  on  to
their old faith and the mere smell of
scfecz/cf  is   said   to   have   made   con-
verted Jews pine for the synagogue'.
Perhaps he was referring to himself.

Is Cfeo/c#/ then an original Jewish
dish  with  an  original  Yiddish  name
-  possibly  a  corrupted  `sfew/  end'?

The    cfeo/c#J    cooked    in    Eastern
Europe   by   the   Jews   fleeing   the
Crusades   and   the   persecutions   of
Western  Europe  had  had  its  name
gradually  changed  from  the  West-
ern  Yiddish  word scfecz/c/ which  had
been   used   in   Holland,   Germany
and   Bohemia.    Scfe¢/c/   had   come
into    Western    Yiddish    from    Old
French  cfecz/d¢z.#,  meaning  anything
hot,  which  in  turn  had  come  from
the  Latin c¢/z.cZJ!s.  Some believe that
scfec!/c/ comes  from  the  similar Ger-
man word meaning `peel' but this is
unlikely   as   the   peerless   dish   con-
tains  no  peels.

In  this way cfeo/c#f reveals some-
thing about the Jewish  religion  and
something   about   our   history   and
travels.  Hebrew,  German,  French,
Slavic,   Ukrainian,   Russian  -  look
where  the  Yiddish  words  for  our
traditional   foods   originate.   What
comes first - the word or the  dish?
Is  there  such  a  thing  as  authentic
Jewish  food?  As  they  say  in  Ger-
man - `zc/in  Esse;r - to  the  eating.
In  Yiddish  that became  fzz.mmcs.

But   don't   get   into   a   fz;mmes
about where  our food  comes from.
Just savour itl

Gwynne  Schrire  !.s  c7  Soc/.cr/   Wo/'ke/.  /or  cz#
Association   in   Cape   Town,    South   Africa
whose  aim  [s   [o   keep  Jewish   Seniol.s   active
ancl  ir}dependent  in the  community  as  long as

p_ossible.  She  recently  colnpleted  a  degi.ee  in
Jewish  Sliidies  and is  involved  in  research on
how  the   East   Eiiropean  Jewish   immigrants
between  ]880-]9]0  adapted  to  the  new  life  in
South  Africa.
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G°CHKOFIf€HE¥¥oR
Last year,  Pauline Bebe, then a final year rabbinic student at Leo Baeck College, was invited to speak at the
Sefardi Centre Communautaire Juif in Moritreal, Canada. Her account of this `event' may well be a foretaste

of what lies  in store for  her  as  France's first woman rabbi.

WE JEWS DO NOT HAVE
bullfights.  Sacrifices on the
altar     have     disappeared.

We   are   not   very   good   at   bloody
boxing  matches - but  we  and  espe-
cially  our  institutions  have  to  make
up for this lack of arena violence by
providing   similar   kinds   of   excite-
ment  for our members.

The  rabbis  in  the  Tcz/m££cZ used  to
watch  cock-fights.  Today,  for  fear
of being perceived as primitive,  our
Jewish  organisations  instead  have  a
more  refined  version:  a debate bet-
ween two religious people of differ-
ent  outlook.   The  bet  on  who  will
win is not made openly but, subcon-
sciously,  it  is  still  present.  If one  of
the debaters  is  a  bearded  and  strin-
gently   Orthodox   rabbi,   versed   in
the  `Tradition',  and  the  other  is  a
young,      supposedly      defenceless,
ignorant,    yet    outspoken    Liberal
woman, then it just adds to the fun.
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Pauline Bebe

Suppose  then  that  fifteen  Ortho-
dox  rabbis  sign  a  petition  to  forbid
the event taking place  and formally
condemn it because,  God forbid,  it
would  lead  to  a  desecration  of  the
Orthodox    community    centre    to
have   such   a   guest   -   a   so-called
student rabbi - even  better!

If the  Chief  Rabbi  of  Israel,  the
president  and  vice-president  of the
Sages of Zion,  the President  of the
Bc/  Dz.#  of Jerusalem,  also  become
involved by sending faxes -a device
known  since  biblical  times  to  trans-
mit   curses   efficiently   -   then   this
must   be   the   best   publicity   ever
dreamt up.  I  was  asked  to  re-enact
lsaac's   sacrifice   -   but   the   story
finished   as    in    the    Tor¢fe    and    I
escaped   while   the   Orthodox   ram

was  `sacrificed'.  So  much  for  those
who bet that a woman is of necessity
ignorant  and  defenceless!

The debate was about the partici-
pation  of  women  in  the  synagogue
but to  speak  of debate  is too  indul-
gent.  Emmanuel  Levinas,  a contem-
porary  French  philosopher,   writes
that to start a conversation is to quit
the   realm   of  violence.   However,
this  is  only  true  when  genuine  con-
versation -listening, taking a stand,
exchanging   ideas   -   takes    place.
When   we   slip   into   the   realm   of
insults,   violence   is   re-established.
Whereas  I  had  prepared  a  speech
about    the    fecz/czkfez.c    problems    in-
volved   in   women   participating   in
ritual,  my colleague -for I am  sure
he  would  be  honoured  to  be  given
this title -did not tackle the subject
at  all,  preferring  to  insult  Progres-
sive  Judaism  rather  than  to  enter

Continued on next page
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into  a  debate.  Insults,  or perhaps  I
should say `praise' like:  `Progressive
Judaism  is  the  paradise  of  the  sin-
ner'  and the  `Club-Med of Hawaii',
a `well-known holiday resort for the
French    Sephardi    community    of
Montreal...  fecz/et/czz.!'

The  audience,  mostly  Orthodox,
was    disappointed    by    the    `non-
debate'.  Earlier,  Orthodox  suppor-
ters   had   tried   to   prevent   people
from  entering  the  Centre  by  hand-
ing   out  copies   of  the   faxes.   This
raised everyone's anticipation of an
exciting cock-fight but it never took
place.

The Chief Rabbi had `been seized
by   fear   and   trembling'   when   he
received   the   dreadful   news.    His
`eyes  darkened'  when  reading  that

I, a so-called rabbi, had been asked
to  lecture  in  an   Orthodox  sanctu-
ary,  which  could  lead  to  `the  des-
truction  of  families,  of  the  laws  of
kczsfer44/  and  family  purity'.   I  never
dreamed I  could  have  such  a  trem-
endous   influence   on   my   congre-
gants  in  Paris!

For  his  eminent  colleagues,  such
a decision had to be the result of the
Sfeccfe!.#czfe -Divine Presence -`hav-
ing  departed  from  the  world'.  Re-
form Jews were likened to `enraged
bulls'   which   one   should   carefully
avoid.

You  might wonder why,  after all
these  condemnations,  the  traditional
community   centre   still   decided   to
proceed  with  the  debate  and  why
the  Orthodox  rabbi  did  not  back
out.   Well,   as  my  respect  for  him
was  growing - for  me  to  begin  my
rabbinic career by  a  correspondence
with  high  authorities  in  Jerusalem
was  quite  an   honour  -  I  became
aware  of two things.

First,  the  community  centre  was
actually   run   by   lay   people,   who
viewed  the  debate  as  an  essential
fight   for   freedom   of   expression.
They  were  making  a  point   about
being independent  from  `rabbinical
powers'   trying  to   dictate  to  them
how  they  should  behave.   Second,
inner  tension  within  the  Orthodox
rabbinate  in  Montreal  existed  and
the  campaign  mounted  against  the
debate was part of a greater political
fight.

In  spite  of  appearances,  the  de-
bate was far from a sterile exercise.
I  would,  therefore,  encourage  Re-
form   Jews   always   to   accept   the
challenge,  even  if  it  means  some-
times  having  to  listen -to  foul  lan-

guage. We cannot refuse the idea of
meeting   and   dialogue   for  fear  of

being  put  into  question.   I   believe
that    dialogue    between    different
trends in Judaism is important.  It is
enriching.   It   allows   us   to   define
ourselves  in  more  precise  terms  in
order to explain ourselves to others.
It  is  not  about  overwhelming  the
other  person,   possessing,   or. even
convincing   the   other.   It   is   about
informing one another, learning ab-
out each  other and  maybe creating
together.  It  is  not  about  becoming
unified  and  erasing the differences.
It   is   about   hearing   other   ways,
maybe as valid as our own, to serve
God.

I  have  to  acknowledge  the  toler-
ance  of  those  Orthodox  Jews  who
agree   to   debate   with   Progressive
Jews. This tolerance is more praise-
worthy  in  the  former  than  in  the
latter.   A   movement   that   defines
itself   as   `the   only   true   Judaism'
excludes all the others which do not
recognise  its  authority.  Our system
of thought,  which  advocates plural-
ism   within   Judaism,    does   imply
open-mindedness.      Therefore      if
some   members   of   the   Orthodox
stream   are   willing   to   enter   into
debate,  everyone  benefits.

True,  to  attend  a  meeting is  not
enough.  If  the  speech  involves  no-
thing  but  insults,   it  is  almost  like
agreeing  to  meet  someone while  at
the same time turning one's back on
him or her.  It can also be a frustrat-
ing experience.  Instead of patiently
waiting   to   hear  our   definition   of
Progressive  Judaism  or  responding
to what we have  said,  our  `listener'
descends    into    a    pre-judgmental,
preconceived   speech.   Thus   these
angry words, listening only to them-
selves, ignore the other while impri-
soning him or her under a label and
refusing to accept criticism.

And  yet  I  maintain  that  such  an
experience  is  important.   The  rab-
bi's  angry  speech  only  caused  him
to lose credibility in  the eyes of the
audience. The outcome of the even-
ing was that all four hundred people
attending   had   to   reconsider   their
preconceived  ideas  about  Progres-
sive     Judaism.     Many     Orthodox
women    heard    from    a    Reform
woman     student-rabbi     that    they
were allowed to participate in many
ways     in     the     synagogue,     even
according to the  Orthodox point of
view. Many of these women did not
know  the  law  and  their  rabbis'  had
knowingly  kept  them  in  a  state  of
ignorance.   Their  best  compliment
was:  `1  wish  you  were  Orthodox'.

The fight between lay people and

rabbis  that  I  learned  about  in  this
community  centre  was   not  a  ran-
dom   one.   It  was  reflected   in   the
debate   with   the   audience.   Many
Orthodox Jews are dissatisfied with
their institutions. They cannot recon-
cile   some   of  the   principles   which
they live and practise in their every-
day  life  with  some  of those  profes-
sed by Orthodoxy. This discrepancy
causes them to quit synagogues and
join the ranks of the majority of the
Jewish    population    today    in    the
world   of  the   non-affiliated.   They
stay   away   from    religious   events
except  maybe  for  the  High  Holy-
days  but  are  attracted  by  such  de-
bates as this.  It is essential for us to
offer  them   an   alternative   so   that
they  are  not  lost  to  Judaism  alto-
gether.

The    highlight    of    the    evening
came   when   the   Orthodox   rabbi
tried to explain why it was impossible
for  women  to  participate  in  syna-
gogue     ritual,     saying:     Hczkczdosfe
Bczrztcfe   fJz4   ordered   us   to   do   this
and forbade us to do that.  His word
cannot be questioned'.  An exasper-
ated     woman     in     the     audience
shouted:  `And I suppose that f7czk¢-
dosh    Baruch    Hu    also    ordered
women  to  do  the  house  cleaning!'
This cry from the heart made every-
one  laugh  but  it  was  not  a  super-
ficial   pun.   This  woman  expressed
one  of the principles of Progressive
Judaism.  How  can  we  attribute  to
God our own  prejudices?  How can
we trace back to Sinai the exclusion
of    women    from    the    synagogue
ritual?  Do we really think that God
should  shoulder all  our burdens?  Is
that  not being blasphemous?

The  issue  of  women's  participa-
tion  in  the  ritual  actually  involves
the broader issue of our own attitude
to  revelation.  I  would  say  that  it  is
essential   never   to   be   quite   sure
about  what  God  said  to  us  and  to
remain in a state of perpetual ques-
tioning.  Who can claim to know the
truth?

Even  though  the  original  inten-
tion  behind  the  debate  might  have
been to re-enact a verbal cock-fight,
if some of those who attended were
moved  to  question  and  think  about
their   positions,    then    the    debate
succeeded  in  fulfilling  a  higher  aim
in  the pursuit of holinessl

Riibbl Pziuline Bebe holds  BAs in  Eriglish aii{l
Hebrew  an{l  an   MA   in   Hebl.ew  iili{l  Jewish
S[ii{lies.     She     gI.a{llia[e{l    fi.()in     I.eo     B[leck

College  in Jllly  last ye[lr an(I  serves  the  MJ I.F
c()ngl.ega{ion  in  Pal.is.
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during   the   central   prayer   of   the
communion  service.

But   expectations   of   Christians,
however, are very varied. The belief
in  a  Millennium  -  Christ's  return  to
earth  to  rule  with  his  saints  for  a
thousand years -was condemned as
early as 431  C.E.  by the  Council  of
Ephesus   as   a   `superstitious   aber-
ration'.    More   recently,   the    1938
Report on  Doctrine in The  Church
of   England   concluded   `as   to   the
question whether, or in what sense,
there   will   be   a   "Last   Judgment"
conceived  as  an  cvc#/,  supervening
upon  the  conclusion  of this  world's
history, the Commission is united in
believing   that   it   is   impossible   to

pronounce' - a  novel  way of main-
taining  unity of doctrine!

Christians  pray  daily  `Thy  king-
dom   come,   Thy  will   be  done  on
earth as it is in heaven'.  Some hope
that   this   world   will   gradually   be-
come the just and peaceful kingdom
of God,  others  look for  a  dramatic
divine   intervention.   The-Book   of
Revelation speaks of a `new heaven
and   a   new   earth'.   The   hopes   of
some  Christians  centre  not  on  the
redemption   of   this   world   but   on
`Jerusalem   on   high'.   Some   `mod-

ernists'  interpret  `last'  in  the  sense
of    `ultimate     significance'     rather
than  last in  sequence.  To  quote the
Doctrine  Commission  again,  `every
moment   is   pregnant   with   eternal
issues' .

Although   eager   anticipation   ot.
the   return   of  Christ   is   still   to   be
found    in    Christian   sects,    in    the
historic churches hope for the com-
ing  of  God's  kingdom  has  become
generalised.    Lucien   Gubbay   sug-
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gests   that,    after   the    convulsions
caused  by  Shabbetai  Zvi,  a  similar
change   has   occurred   in   Judaism.
The    emphasis    of    Jewish    hopes
`shifted   from   obsessive   interest   in

the   Messiah    to    a    more   general
longing for the  Messianic Ag?.  The
actual    person    of   the    Redeemer
again    becomes    unimportant'    (p.
229).   Some  Jews,   instead,   looked
for  a  secular  deliverance,  perhaps
by Napoleon or the Russian revolu-
tion.   Others  went  to  Palestine  `to
forge  redemption   for  themselves'.
The  stunning  disaster  of the  Holo-
caust,  he  notes,  did  not  stimulate
fresh   fantasies   about   the   End   of
Days.  `It seems that Jews no longer
believe   in   imminent   direct   divine
intervention  in  human  affairs;  and
that those who still do, express their
hopes in  a  different  way'  (p.  229).

It   is    with    Shabbetai    Zvi    that
Lucien   Gubbay   begins   his   book
but,   before   he  tells  the   story,   he
gives a masterly overview of Jewish
and  Christian   history.   To  summa-
rise  the  life  of  Shabbetai  Zvi  may
spoil the suspense -and those plan-
ning    to    read    the    book    should
perhaps  skip  the  next  paragraph  -
but   others   may   scarcely   know   of
whom  we  are  talking.

Shabbetai Zvi was born in Smyrna
in  1626  and  grew  up  in  an  intense
religious  atmosphere.  He  was  ord-
ained  rabbi  at  the  age  of eighteen.
In   1648,  soon  after  the  Ukrainian
massacres,  he  claimed  to  hear  the
divine    voice    say,    `You    are    the
saviour   of   Israel    .    .    .    the   true
Redeemer'.  He left Smyrna in  1654
and  wandered  through  Greece  and
the  Near  East.  In  Gaza,  the  spiri-
tual leader Nathan of Gaza acknow-
ledged Shabbetai as Messiah.  Soon,
a  tidal  wave  of  Messianic  fervour
swept     the     Jewish     world.     This
alarmed the Turkish authorities and
Shabbetai was arrested and brought
before the Grand Vizier in  Constan-
tinople.  Eventually, he converted to
Islam  to  save  his  life.   A  few  Jews
continued to  believe  in  him but the
majority  regarded  Shabbetai's  bet-
rayal   as   un forgivable.   Ten   years
after   his   apostasy,   Shabbetai   Zvi
died  on  the  Day  of  Atonement  in
the  year  1676.

Lucien    Gubbay    gives    a    vivid
account  of Shabbetai  Zvi's  life,  his
unusual  sexuality  and  his  readiness
to  disobey  Jewish  law.   His  behav-
iour,   the   author  suggests,   can   be
explained   by   modern   medical   sci-
ence.  He  suffered  from  manic  de-

pression.        His        contemporaries
thought  he  was  possessed,  mad,  or
engaged  in  intense  spiritual  struggle.

The  story of Shabbetai  Zvi,  as  of
other extraordinary,  larger than life
figures,    has    its    own    fascination.
This book, however, in a very read-
able   way,   gives   a   sweep   through
Jewish and Christian  history, point-
ing   to   several   important   themes.
There  are  chapters  on  David  and
Solomon,  the  Book  of  Daniel  and
Roman   rule  -  with   a   section   on
Jesus.  All  this is clearly written  and
rests    upon    current   scholarly    re-
search.    His   brief   survey    of   the
much-debated    historicity    of    the
Gospels,  for  example,  is  clear  and
fair.

Then   comes   an   account   of  the
intertwining    and    so    often    tragic
Jewish       and       Christian       history
through    the    Middle    Ages.    The
Christian    reader    cannot    but    be
ashamed   by   further   evidence   of
Christian  anti-Judaism.

Human   capacity   for  cruelty,   as
we have been painfully reminded in
our own century, seems to know no
limits.   Too  easily,   religion   can   be

perverted to condone, even to sanc-
tion,   such   cruelty.   Yet   also   it   is
religious    faith    that    inspired    the
heroism   of   those   who   withstood
torture  and  died  a  martyr's  death.
Did    their    courage    achieve    any-
thing?  We  do  not  know,  but  they
witnessed   the   hope,   which   is   the
hope  of  all  who  dream  of  a  Mes-
sianic kingdom, that human  life can
be  shaped  by  another set  of values
than  the  rapacious  cruelty  that  has
stained  the  chronicles  of Europe.

The  abstract  artist,  Naum  Gabo
was asked during the Second World
War  how  he  could  justify  the  time
he spent on his work.  He replied,  `1
try  to  guard  in  my work  the  image
of the  morrow we  left behind us in
our memories  and foregone  aspira-
tions   and   to   remind   us   that   the
image   of  the  world   can   be   diffe-
rent, .

Those who  yearn  for a  Messianic
age    and    those    who,    rightly    or
wrongly,  believe  they  have  a  Mes-
sianic vocation,  also  remind  us  that
the   image   of   the   world   can   be
differentl

Prebendary  Marcus Braybooke /.s c7 grcz6/t/fl/c'
of Cambl.idge University and a f ormer  I..xecll-
[ive  Di}-ector  of the  Coiincil  of Chl.is[ians  and
Jews.    He    li\ies   in    Bath   and   is    E(li[ol.   of
Common  Ground  c7Hc/ World  Faiths  Insight.
His  book,  T-ime  to  Meet  ivas  piiblishecl  lasl
year.
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BROUGHT ID
ROOK

Herbert Kuhner
Herb,e:i `K,uhne!, wr.iter^2nd tr^f lnslatpr, f ir.st appeared i.n.MaL_npa ip the Spring of 1987 with a segment f rom

his Memo.its Of `a. 39eT.  Since then,  the completed book has  been iubli:h;d in his  native  hustrii.
He brings us  up  to  date.

The jury, which is I.ndepe#de7.f
of the  Municipal  Cultural  De-
partment has ziH¢„z.moz/sly cast
its vote against this book.
-    The    Municipal    Cultural
Coordinator   of   the   City   of
Vienna,  March  3,  1989

After Returning to the Scene Of
ffee   Crz.j"a.    Herbert   Kuhner
was forced to  leave Austria in
1939.  In  his  Mc"oz.rs  Kuhner
presents the balance sheet. His
book   deals   with   his   experi-
ences   after   returning   to   the
`new   Austria'.   In   it   he   des-

cribes  the  incredible  chain  of
intrigue,  baseness  and  calum-
ny   that  he   has   encountered.
The   aspects   of  Austrian   life
that  the  author  brings  to  the
fore   in   his   Memoi+a,   which

IWAS BORN IN AUSTRIA IN
1935  and  left  with  my  parents
four  years  later.   I  grew  up  in

the  United  States  but  returned  to
live  in  Au`stria  in  1963.  So  I  have  a
story  to   tell.   Unlike  older  cmz.grGs
who continued  to write in  German,
I  had  acquired  a  new  primary  lang-
uage which  enabled me  to  translate
Austrian   literature  into  English,  a
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have    been    unanimously    re-
jected   by   the    `independent'
jury of the Municipal Cultural
Department   of   the   City   of
Vienna,   must  not  be  hushed
uP.
- Karin  Bauer,  Der Sf¢nd¢rd,
Vienna

Do  you  think  that  your  story
concerning the boycott by Aus-
trian   bureaucracy   applies   to
all unsuccessful artists, or only
to   those   who   are   Jewish?   I
didn't   know   that   you   were
something else.I... Lf you don't
like it here,  why do you stay?
Why don't you leave?
-   Sente    Ziegler,   journalist,
Austria

I kept looking for an answer to

task  I  have  carried  out  over  many
years.  Soon  after returning to  Aus-
tria,    it    became    apparent    that    I
would be afforded a wealth of mate-
rial    as    a    writer    and    translator.
However, there was one little catch.
There   would   be   a   total   lack   of
opportunity   for   exposure   of   the
former  and  no  support  for  the  lat-
ter.  Apparently  the  powel-s-that-be

the  question  `Why  did  he  go
back?'...   the   thought   of   re-
turning     to     Austria     never
occurred to me.
- George C]are, writer,  Britain

It  is  incomprehensible  to  me
how any Jew could ever return
to   the   killing   grounds.   You
chose to go to hell and then you
complain that the landscape is
littered with  devils.
- Cynthia  Ozick,  writer,  Uni-
ted States
`It isn't the bad fruits that the

wasps gnaw  at!'
-Jeannie  Ebner,  writer,  Aus-
tria

If  a   mirror   reflects   an   ugly
mug,  it must be shattered!
- Herbert Kuhner

didn't  want  my  view  to  be  clouded
by good  treatment.

Being  an  Austrian  cmc.g;.G  turned
`rcm!.grG' has been a traumatic, even

nightmarish  experience.  It  was  un-
avoidable   that   this   theme   should
find  its  way  into  my  work.  And  it
has  done  so  in  poetry,  prose  and
two      one-act      plays.      But      until

Continued  on  next  I)age
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A4emoz.rs o/cz j9cr, the story had not
been sandwiched between two book
covers.   Considering   the   repercus-
sions,  I  may  have  been  a  fool  for
having  written   it   but   I'd   be   even
more of a fool  if I hadn't written  it.

The  first  words  I  heard  from  an
Austrian   official   after   my   return
were:   `You  are  not  Austrian'  and
what  followed  was  in  keeping  with
the spirit of that statement.  Appar-
ently the  Nuremberg Laws had not
been  invalidated.

My  family  first  went   to   Britain
and from there to the United States.
In  1946,  my  parents  gave  up  their
Austrian    citizenship    and   became
American   citizens.   I   received   my
American        citizenship        through
them,    which    I    certainly    do    not
regret.  According to  American  and
Austrian law,  I could maintain dual
citizenship.     However,    I    see    no
reason   to   apply   for   something   I
never gave  up.

By  using  my  bilingual  abilities  to
translate   and   propagate   Austrian
literature    internationally,    I    have
made  a  major cultural  contribution
but that has brought me nothing but
punishment.  I have constantly been
exploited,  defrauded, plagiarised as
an   author  and  translator  and  had
my  name  expunged  from  my  liter-
ary  work,  translations  and  articles
and  even  from  my  books.   Since  I
did  not  react  passively  and  had  no
powerful   backing,   I   was   declared
fair game and every day of the year
was open  season.

In  contrast,  there  is  the  case  of
Major   Walter   Reder.   Reder   was
the  last Nazi  war criminal  serving  a
sentence   in   Italy.    When   he   was
released  in   1985,   at  the  behest  of
Austrian   political    luminaries    and
church  dignitaries,  the  `old  soldier'
was  personally  welcomed  back  by
the Minister of Defence.  Reder had
discarded his Austrian citizenship in
the  thirties  before  Austria  became
Os/mczrk  in  order  to  embark  on  an
SS  career  in  Nazi  Germany.  It  was
handed   back   to   him   on   a   silver
platter,   along  with   a  pension   and
other   benefits.   No   Jewish   cmc.grc'
can  boast  of  such  red  carpet  treat-
ment.

Reder's  major  `contribution'  was
the Massacre of Marzabotto in Italy
where 270 women,  children and old
men  were  slaughtered.   Reder  not
only carried out but gave orders for
atrocities  at  random  and persomlly
participated in  them. The toll of his
civilian    victims   stands    at    over    a

thousand.
The   story   I   had   to   tell    after

returning  to  the  scene  of the  crime
is  a  crime  story  and  the  time  had
come   to   speak   out.   Living  it   has
been  anything  but  pleasant  but  at
least   I   had   been    provided,  with
excellent  literary  material.   Putting
it  on  paper  was  a  necessity  and  in
my  view  the  non-fiction  novel  was
the form  best suited to the material
I  had.  By writing a simple  account,
I   would   merely   have   thrown    it
away.  Fiction  consists  of telling  the
truth   by   lying.   However,   in   this
instance there was no need to dilute
the  truth.

The facts can be documented and
I  have  included  segments  of  docu-
mentation   as  well   as   a   section   of
pohtical   quotations   in   the   book.
These    components    are    essential
background   material   and   I   have
integrated  them  into  the  fabric  of
my  narrative.  Whatever  happened,
happened  to  me  and  there  was  no
reason  to  disguise  that  fact.  While
writing  the  book,  I  was  overtaken
by  the  Waldheim  presidential  cam-
paign     and     the    political     section
seemed  to  write   itself.   I   was  sur-
prised  at  how  easily  the  pieces  fell
into   place.    Fiction   could   not   be
more absurd than  this  reality which
belongs  to  the  realms of Kafka  and
Orwell.   Realism  cannot  be  distor-
ted  into  surrealism,  it  I.s surrealism.

Hist.orical       personalities       have
been named but I have changed the
names  of some  of the  `minor'  char-
acters.  They are types  and  they  are
interchangeable.    If   they   wish   to
stand   up   and   identify   themselves,
that is  their prerogative.  But so  far
no  one  has  done so.

My  English  title  is  A4cmoJ.rs  o/ cz
39er:  a  novel  of sorts  a.T\d  my  Ger-
man      title      is       Der      A#scfe/wss..
Memoiren   eines   Neununddreissigers.
The  39  refers   to   the   year  of  my
emigration  from  Austria.

I   experienced   the   A#scfe/£fss   -
Hitler's  annexation  of  Austria  -  in
1938,   as   a   three-year-old   child.   I
start my account by  describing how
I saw  two  SA-men  enter my grand-
mother's  apartment  to   ransack   it.
My  grandmother,  who  was  eighty-
three at the time,  was pushed  away
from  the  sideboard  -  it  contained
her   shopping   money.    In    all    the
years,  that  film-clip  hasn't  become
grey and grainy.  It still goes through
my   mind   as   sharply   as   here   and
now.  That's  my prelude.

My      grandmother     was      lucky

enough   to   die   of  a   broken   heart
before a worse fate could befall her.
Other members of my family were-
n't  that  lucky.

By telling my story,  I  intended to
tell  as  much  of  the  whole  story  as
possible.   My  purpose  was  to  pro-
vide a piece of the puzzle, if not the
key, for achieving an understanding
of the  not-too-distant past by relat-
ing  the  present  to  it.   Previously  I
had  not been  able  to  fathom  man's
inhumanity   to   man.    Remigration
has  enlightened  me.  The  new  per-
petrators  are  assassins  of the  spirit.
They  are  worthy  heirs  to  their pre-
decessors.

Before continuing,  it is necessary
to sketch the events which form the
basis   of  my   account.   Some   years
ago an invitation to attend a literary
festival   in   Australia   to   read   my
translations of Austrian authors was
intercepted  by  an  Austrian  govern-
ment   official   who   termed   me   `an
exceedingly weak author who could
never    represent    Austria    in    any
way'.    After   I   had   published   an
article  on  the  interception  in  J#czex
o#  Ce#`7orsfez.p,  I was  termed by the
official   in   written   and   oral   state-
ments as mentally unbalanced.  Sub-
sequently    I   was    called    into    the
Austrian   Foreign   Ministry,   where
two interrogators attempted to inti-
midate  me  into  signing  a document
of recantation.  Of course  I refused.
After the senior interrogator stated
that `if I  was man  enough',  I would
do  his  bidding,  I  replied  that  `1  will
not  allow  myself to  be  insulted  any
longer'  and  managed  to  leave  the
premises.  Not only were aspersions
continuously   cast   on    my   mental
health  but  a  rumour was  circulated
that  I   was   an   agent   of  a   foreign
power.  A government file was kept
on  me  and  when  I  tried  to  exercise
my  right  to  examine  it  in   accord-
ance with  Austrian  law,  I  was  cyni-
cally rebuffed.  When I filed suit for
libel   against   the   official,   the   case
was    barred    from    court.    I    then
attempted  to  provoke  a  suit  from
the  other party by sending an  open
letter   to   the   senior   interrogator.
Ten days later, I received an anony-
mous call threatening me with com-
mitment  to  a  mental  institution  if  I
did  not  drop  the  case.  Before  and
after the presentation of A4cmo!./'s in
the  Concordia  Press  Club  on  De-
cember 7,  1988,  I  received  constant
anonymous  calls  from  a  caller  who
remained silent. The file referred to
was  subsequently destroyed.
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If  a   description   of  the   machin-
ations   and   their   repercussions   do
not   make   a   fascinating   account,
then   only   the   author   can   be   to
blame.

Memoirs    of    a    39er    receive,d
nothing  but  good  reviews  in  Aus-
tria.  Those  opposed  to  it  are  con-
vinced  that  their  purposes  are  best
served   by   ignoring   it.   There's   a
marvellous and untranslatable  Ger-
man     word:     /otscfewez.gc#,     which
means  to  kill  with  silence.

The arts are subsidised in Austria
and   although   I   have   published   a
dozen  collections  of Austrian  poetry
in  translation,  I  have  never received
a red penny to date.  The publication
of  A4cmoz.rs  helped  me  maintain  a
perfect  record  of  minus  zero.  The
official   reaction   is  typified   by  the
opening quotation  by  the  Viennese
Municipal  Cultural  Coordinator.  It
is revealing that during the so-called
`Memorial    Year    of    1988'    which

commemorated  the  Golden   Anni-
versary   of  the   A#scfe/ctss,   a   book
dealing  with  remigration  by  a  Jew-
ish  rc/7?z.grc'  should  be  unanimously
rejected  by  the  Municipal  authori-
ty.  The  jury  was  composed  of  two

cultural officials,  (both former flunk-
ies  of the  government  official)  who
have been translated by me.  One of
them  uses  the  theme  of  the  Holo-
caust extensively and is represented
in   the   translation   section   of   my
volume  Of  poetry,  Broadsides  and
Pr¢f/fl//s,  with  a  poem  on  the  sub-
ject.   However,   the   author  of  the
first volume of poetry I translated, a
cycle on the Holocaust, is one up on
the  juror.   He  advised  his  present
publisher  to  reject  my  book  sight
unseen.  He  let  it  be  known  that  it
would  be  better  for  me  if  it  went
unpublished.

It  stands  to  reason  that  it  would
be   difficult   to    find    an    Austrian
publisher for  a  book  that  one  critic
called  `an  account  of the  aftermath
of   the   Holocaust'.   I   was   indeed
surprised      when      one      publisher
agreed   to   take   it   on.    However,
following that  acceptance  came  the
stipulation  that  I  use  my  own  im-
print and canvass for support.  Since
much   time   has   been   lost   due   to
publishers  who  had  procrastinated
and    it    was    late    in    the    day,    I
assented,    using   Edition    39.    The
canvassing     brought     the     results

already    mentioned.    I    ended    up
paying the  tab -and  worse.

In  1989 the  anonymous publisher
co-published   a   bilingual   book   of
poetry  by  an  Austrian  author with-
out  crediting  the  translator  on  the
cover as had been agreed. After the
translator  had  brought  this  to   his
attention,    he   was   told    over   the
phone on February  14,  1990:  `Your
behaviour is revolting and uncouth.
You  have  a  persecution  complex'.
That same  day he wrote to me  that
the   translation   fee   as   well   as   the
sales  earnings  for  A4cmo!.rs  would
be  `withheld'.   On  March  19,   1990,
the senior editor wrote:  `We hereby
ca\nc,el Der Anschluss  (Memoirs of a
39cr/  by  Herbert  Kuhner from  our
publishing  programme.   All   copies
are  to  be  returned  to  the  author'.
And they were.

The  editors of Ma#7}cz were good
enough   to   publish   a   segment   of
A4cmozts  in  the  spring issue  of 1987
and  they  have  given  me  the  oppor-
tunity   of   following   up   with   this
account. It is to be hoped that it will
serve to  encourage  an  English pub-
lisher   to   bring   my   story   to   the
English  reading publicl
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FRESH SALVO
IN OLD
BATTLE

Hyam Maccoby
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Mishnah:  Five  Studies

by H.P.  Sanders
SCM  Press,  London,  1990.  404pp
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Pl:h:r:s::;;o::ohn:;:p:sa33hN:Pn:aR::f
attempted   to   correct   the   hostile
New Testament picture of the Phar-
isees.    His    predecessors,    Travers
Her ford,  George  Foot  Moore  and
James  Parkes  studied  the  rabbinic
writings  in  a  sympathetic  spirit,  in
contrast  with  the  efforts  of  a  long
line    of    scholars    including    Emil
Schtirer,  Ferdinand  Weber,  Rudolf
Bultmann    and   Joachim   Jeremias
who  studied  them  only  in  order  to
discover   alleged   support   for   the
Gospel   picture.   In   his   important
work. Paul arid Palestinian Judaism
(1977),  Sanders  not  only  defended
Pharisee religion from the charge of
being arid and  sterile  but also  com-
bated  the  line,  increasingly popular
since  the  case  against  the  Pharisees
from Jewish  sources was seen  to be
collapsing,    that    rabbinic    writings
redacted  in  the  third  century  were
too  late  to  be  used  in  evidence  for
the period of the first-century Phar-
isees.

I.n Jesus and Judaism (\98S) , SaLT\-
ders    deepened    his   case    for   the
essential   similarity  between   Jesus'
teaching  and  Pharisaism.  `1  am  one
of  a   growing   number   of  scholars
who   doubt   that   there   were   any
substantial  points  of opposition  be-
tween Jesus and the Pharisees'. The
alleged      conflict-scenes      between
Jesus    and    the     Pharisees     about
purity-laws    and    the    Sczbbczffe,    he
argued,  were  `artificial',  having  no

ground in actual Pharisee teachings,
and  stem  from  a  period  later  than
that  of Jesus.

In   these   books,   Sanders  was  in

opposition to the views of Christian
anti-Pharisee scholars.  In the present
book, however, his main criticism is
directed   against   a   Jewish   scholar,
Jacob    Neusner,    who    teaches    in
America and has pictured the Phar-
isees  as  indeed  primarily  ritualists,
basing  himself  on  what  appears  to
be an exhaustive study of the Jewish
sources.   His  work  has  been  much
praised,  but there is now a growing
tide   of  work,   both   Christian   and
Jewish,   criticising   his   presupposi-
tions  and methodology.  In  a  recent
bock A  Religion  of Pots  and  Pans,
1988,    Neusner   singled   out   three
scholars   as  his  chief  targets:   E.E.
Urbach,  E.P.  Sanders  and  myself.
Sanders'  new  book  is  a  significant
salvo in a continuing battle that may
decide the future course of rabbinic
studies.

Neusner  has  presented  through-
out  his  work  a  simple  thesis,  even,
as   Sanders   shows,   at   the   cost   of
frequent    and    sometimes    blatant
self-contradiction.   This  is   that  the
Pharisees  were  interested  in   ritual
purity to  the  exclusion  of all  else  in
Judaism  and  that  their  aim  was  to
transfer the ritual-purity laws of the
Temple  and  the  priesthood  to  ev-
eryday  life.  If  this  thesis  is  correct,
then  the  Gospel  characterisation  of
the   Pharisees   as   ritualists,   uncon-
cerned   with   `weightier   matters   of
the law, judgment,  mercy and faith'
-Matthew 23:23 -is correct,  as are
the  scholars,   such   as  Schtlrer  and
Billerbeck,  who  sought  to  support
this   characterisation   from   Jewish
sources. Neusner would only depre-
cate their anti-Semitic tone and their
failure  to  understand  the  religious
value  of ritualism,  as  demonstrated
by  recent  sociological  and  structu-
ralist  theory.

Neusner  claimed  to  have  provid-
ed  a  statistical  method  for  proving
from   the   Mz.sfe#czfe   that   the   Phar-
isees  are  to  be  equated  with  ritual-
purity   devotees,   feczt;crz.in.   Sanders
criticises   this   statistical   procedure
acutely,   arguing  that   the   count   is
wrong  and  it  would  not  prove  any-
thing even if it were right.  Centrally
important  matters  may  not  receive
much  mention  because  everyone  is
agreed   about   them.   Neusner  says
that   the   authors   of   the    Mz..sfe#czfe
were   not   much   interested   in   the
Messiah,  or  in  the  Covenant  or  in
repentance   or   even   in   the   Bible,
because  they  spend  far  more  space
discussing   ritual   matters.   But   it   is
the  presuppositions  Of  the  Mishnah

that  show  what  its  authors  valued
most.

The   A4z.sfe#czfe  is   a  law-book   and
therefore   has   little   to   say   about
theology,   though   it   does   contain
some  significant  theological  asides.
To  learn  about  the  theology  of  its
authors,  we  must  look  to  the  Bible
and  to  the  czggedz.c  rabbinic  litera-
ture.  This,  at  least,  was the view of
pre-Neusner scholars.

Neusner,    however,    announced
that  this  was  unscientific.  The  Adz.sfe-
#czfe   must   be   studied   on   its   own:
anything outside it was irrelevant to
it.  Other literature might quote  the
same  rabbis  as  those  quoted  in  the
A4z.sfe#czfe   but  such   sayings   were  of
later  redaction   and  might  well  be
pseudepigraphic.    Neusner's    cele-
brated scepticism about attributions
is probably his most valuable contri-
bution  to  rabbinic  studies.  He  has
certainly  made  scholars  more  care-
ful about accepting as authentic the
sayings   attributed   to   the   various
named   rabbis.   He   has  introduced
methods  of validating  or  invalidat-
ing attributions which  are  at  least  a
useful    first    step    in    the    matter,
though far too severe and  exclusive
to   give   anything   like   a   probable

picture of the whole map of attribu-
tion .

Neusner's  isolation   of  the  A4z.srfe-
#czfe  has  had  some  curious  results.
Convinced   that   the   Adz.sfe#ofe   con-
tains  the  whole  universe  of  its  au-
thors,  he  is  constrained  to  distil  a
philosophy  and  theology  out  of  its
legal    statements    and    discussions.
He spins a weird theology out of the
A4j.sfo#czfe    based    on    ritual    purity.
Sanders points out that Neusner has
failed  to  answer  the  objection,  re-
peatedly put to him by Sanders and
myself,   that   the   Mz.sfe#czfe   presup-

poses   the  Jewish   liturgy,   which   it
quotes  briefly,  discusses  and  takes
for  granted.   Here  indeed  is  some
literature      outside      the      A4z.a/7#crfe
which must be  regarded as  relevant
to  its  explication.  No  hint  of Neus-
ner's   `Mz.sfe;7czfe-theology'   is   to   be
found in the liturgy which the rabbis
actually  prayed.

Neusner starts off with  the empi-
ricist   principle,   `What   we   cannot
show, we cannot know'  but finishes
by  reading  the  most  unlikely  mean-
ings  into  the  A4z.sfe#czfe's  legal  argu-
ments,   which   he   declares   to   be   a
code  for  theological  secrets.  This  is
because  he  is  unable  to  accept  it  at
its   face-value   as   a   legal   text   that
relies  for  its  theology  on  texts  out-
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side  it.  So  an  extremist  doctrine  of
empiricism turns into its opposite, a
quasi-my`stical   search   for   esoteric
content.

Supplementing his general critique
of   Neusner,    Sanders   provides    a
valuable     investigation     into     the
much-misunderstood  topic  of ritual
purity  in  Judaism.   He  shows   that
ritual  impurity  was  Hof regarded  as
a sin  but  as part of everyday  living,
often  even  a praiseworthy part of it
-    for    example,    when    incurred
through  attending  a  funeral.  It  had
to  be  washed  away  in  the  mj.kt;cfo
only  when   one   intended   to   enter
holy   areas   or   to   eat   holy   foods.
Certain    Jews,     the    feczt;crz.in,     did
adopt,   as   a   voluntary   practice,   a
regime   of   ritual   purity   that   was
more rigorous than the norm, but it
was #o/ as rigorous as that practised
by  the  priesthood.  As Sanders puts
it,  it was merely a `gesture'  towards
a   priestly   code   of   conduct.    The
foczverz.in were  #of synonymous  with
the  Pharisees.  The  ordinary  people
were  #of  regarded   as  sinners  and
were   trusted   to   make   themselves
pure   at   the   times   when   this   was
required.   These   conclusions   rele-
gate  to  the  dustbin  a  great  part  of
the  exegesis  usually  offered  for  the
alleged  conflict  between  Jesus  and
the  Pharisees.  It  also  refutes  Neus-
ner's  main  thesis,  which gives  ritual
purity   central   and   controlling   im-
portance  in  Pharisaic  and  Adz.sfe#¢z.c
Judaism.

Sanders'    account   of   the   ritual
purity system  contains some errors,
of  which  the  most  pervasive  is  his
misinterpretation  of  the  expression
`creeping things' , the dead bodies of

which  were  a source  of impurity by
contact,  as  `insects'.  They  were,  in
fact,  certain   kinds  of  rodents  and
lizards.  Insects  did  not  cause  ritual
impurity, though most of them were
forbidden    as    food.    Such    minor
errors,    however,    do   not   detract
from    the    excellence    of   Sanders'
general   approach,   which   uses  the
rabbinic sources in a comprehensive
and  unbiased  way  and  reduces  the
theme   of   ritual   purity   to   correct
proportions,     thus     enabling     the
study  of  rabbinic  literature  and  of
its   relevance   to    New   Testament
studies,    to    proceed    on    sensible
lines.

Hyam Ma,ccoby  was  born  in  Siinder!and  and
is  the  I.ibl.al.lan  of the  Leo  Baeck  College.  A
(lislingiiished schola}.,  he  has I)iiblished exten-
sively  on  [he  New  Tes[amen[  I)el.iocl.
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Sheila  Shulman

Last  year   Rabbi  Sheila  ShLilman
launched  (I  new  and  significantly
innovative  congregation.  We  pLib~
[ish  below  an  abbreviated  version
of her  addre`ss  a[  the  launch.

RAV   KOOK   SAID   THAT
the way  to  spiritual  renewal
was   l'hadesh   et   ha-yashan

u'l'kadesh  et  he-hadash,  `to  renew
the   old   and   to   sanctify   the   new'.
That   is   still    the   power   and   the
responsibility  we  all  share  as  Jews.
When   biblical   Judaism    was   des-
troyed we learned to read the Bible
again   and   differently,    so   that   it
would speak to our situation.  When
the   community   was   shattered   we
learned   new   ways   to   make   com-
munity.  When  the physical  heart of
our world  was  destroyed  we  found
the heart of our world not in a place
but   in   people   gathered   together,
anywhere,   around   the   book   that
told   our   story.   We   engaged   in   a
long   and   painful   process.   In   the
end,  Judaism  was  transformed,  yet
not.    We   had   renewed,   not   bet-
rayed,   the  old.   We  had  sanctified
the  new by  making connections,  by
reinterpreting,   by   deciding,   often,
that  it  was  life  that  mattered.

However,   both   the   initial   chro-
nicling of the  revelatory  experience
in   the   Bible   and   the   subsequent
transformation    were    each    articu-
lated  in  terms  of the  language,  the
culture  and  the   society   already  in
place.  They  were,  like  all  the  sur-
rounding   cultures,    hierarchical,
authoritarian     and     androcentric.
Judaism  and  Jewish  culture  are still
constricted  by each of those factors
which,    separately    and    together,
constitute a scandal,  resulting in the

legitimate  alienation  of  thousands,
maybe   hundreds   of  thousands   of
Jews.  Because the alienation is legi-
timate,   the   result   of   accurate,   if
partial,  perceptions  of Jewish  real-
ity,  our  most  appropriate  response
is  neither  to  invoke  pathology  nor
to ignore the perceptions but rather
to    transform    the    situations    that
cause  the  alienation.

Now   we,    too,    live   in   a   post-
catastrophe world. We, too, have to
re-imagine how we  will  go  on  living
as  a  people.  We  need  all  of us  but
some  of  us  cannot  presume  to  tell
the  rest  of  us  on  what  conditions
they  will  have  us.  Because  of  that

presumption,   too   many  of  us   are
absent.     Perhaps    we    have    been
alienated because we do not fit into
the   largely   hypothetical   image   of
the   happy  Jewish   family.   Perhaps
we have been told, falsely, that who
we  are  is incompatible  with  living  a

good   Jewish   life.   Or   our   politics
have  been  judged  -by  whom,  we
might  ask  -  to  be  disloyal  to  our
people.  Or we have been  perceived
as  objects  within  the  tradition  and
not as subjects making the tradition
and  responsible  for  it.   Or  perhaps
we  are  part  of a  flourishing  family,
but sufficiently sensitive to the mar-

ginalization of others to understand
that  we  are  Jewishly  diminished  by
their  absence.

By   claiming   our   Judaism,   our
Jewish  existence,   those  of  us  who
are  or  have  been  alienated  for  the
reasons I mentioned do constitute a
challenge  to  change  and  change  is
often   painful.   But   I   have   always
understood  that  was  what  growth
was  about.   Jewish  institutions  will
have  to  change.   But  our  tradition
was   flexible   in   the   past,   so   those
institutions   need   not   become   any
less   Jewish    under    the    stress    of
change.   Precisely   because   of   our
love  for  our  tradition,  we  have  to
stand and say `Now is also a time for
renewal,  for transformation'.

We   can   begin   where   the   early
rabbis  began,  finding  new  ways  to
make  Jewish   community.   We   are
making  a  religious  community,  re-
membering    that    `religion'    in    its
basic  sense  means  to  tie,  or to  link,
like   the    English    `ligament'.    It   is
about   binding   us   to   each   other,
about  making  unexpected  connec-
tions.  `.  .  .  The  religious  drive  is  .  .  .
the contextual  drive  .  .  .  manifested
in all the others, the comprehensive
drive   through   which   they   are   all

Continued  on  next  page
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related'.      (J.      Plaskow,     Sfcz#dz.#g
AgcH.# a/ Sz.H¢z.,  Harper &  Row,  San
Francisco,1990). A Jewish religious
community  can  be  a  focus  for  our
Jewish    lives,    through    celebrating
and   re-visioning  our  festival   cycle
and   our   liturgy  -  which   after   all
means  `the  work  of  the  people'  -
through    studying    and    struggling
with  our  history  and  our  tradition.
Part  of  that  engagement  will  be  a
continuing prophetic critique of our
tradition    and    of   the    world    and
acting  upon   that  critique.   In   such
work  each  of us  is  unique,  solitary
yet   not   alone,   in   the   midst   of  a
process grounded in experience and
issuing  in  action.

Through  this work  we  will  create
a Jewish centre in a community that
has many centres.  The Jewish  com-
munity must again recognise its true
diversity,  as it once did.  Our history
is  full  of  refusals  to  do  that.  Those
refusals    have    cost    us    tragically.
Consider  the  f7czssz.d!.in and  M!.f#czg-
czj.in  hurling  the  foe;.cm  (ban  of  ex-
communication)  at  each  other,  or
worse,  shopping  each  other  to  the
Russians.   Consider  the   Commun-
ists,    Zionists    and    Socialists    who
could   not   get   together  to   fight   a
common    enemy    in    the    Warsaw
Ghetto.    More    recently,    consider
the  Women  in  Black,   standing  in
silent   vigil   to   protest   the   occupa-
tion,  only  to  be  called  whores  and
traitors, to be stoned by passers-by.
Becoming a  formal  synagogue  con-
gregation  challenges that refusal.  It
is  one  powerful  way  of saying  `We
are  inside,  not outside'.

Why   a   synagogue   congregation
and   not   simply   a  Jewish   Centre?
Because   `the  Jewish   people   came
into   being   as   a   result   of   and   in
response  to  profound  religious  ex-
periences  and  it  has  been  the  pur-
pose of its long history to ever more
deeply comprehend and live out the
relationship   to   God   that   drew   it
from     its    first     hour'     (Plaskow).
However  we   understand   God,   or
relationship,  I  believe  there  is  such
a dimension in each of us, built into
our  memories  and  into  our  under-
standing  of  ourselves  as  Jews,  that
wants  Jewish  expression.   We  may
reject  alienating  language  and  con-
ceptual  constriction  but  that  is  not
to  reject   `the   God  who   is  met   in
community   and   wrestled   with   in
history.  Nor is it to deny that loyalty
to  God  has  been   at  the  centre  of
Jewish   identity   and   an   important
part   of  what   makes   that   identity

distinctive'  (Plaskow).
A   shared   passion   for  justice,   a

sense  of,  even  in  the  absence  of  a
language  for,  transcendence,  make
even  the  most  secular  of us  heir  to
the  prophetic   tradition.   All   of  us
have   questions   about   death   and
evil,  meaning  and  sense,  about  joy
and  love  and  suffering,  about  how
we   can   be   together.    These   are
existential,        spiritual        questions
which  no  political  or  psychological
analysis is adequate to framing in all
their complex  intensity.  Such  ques-
tions    tap    our   whole    selves    and
confront  how  we  are  connected  to
each other and to the world. Despite
our  necessary  critiques,  there  is  in
Judaism   a   richness,   a   realism,   a
wholeness    capable    of    struggling
with  those  questions  without  dimi-
nishing  their  dignity   or  their  cen-
trality.

Those of us who are anarchists at
heart   have   a   kind   of   allergy   to
imposed  structure.  Yet  we  want  to
shape our experience to make cohe-
rent sense of it. The primary under-
standing of the festival cycle and the
liturgy   is   as   czvocZczfo,    `service',    to
God.  Part of that service,  surely,  is
our    continuing     recognition     and
thanks  that  the  potential  for  shape
and  meaning  exists,  that  there  is  a
potential  counterweight  to  despair
but  a  counterweight  with  integrity,
that  scorns   euphemism,   that  hon-
ours   all   of   our   experience.   The
festival  cycle,  which  has  embedded
in   it   a   complex   understanding   of
time   and   history,   can   reflect   and
illuminate   almost   every   aspect   of
our experience,  both  as  individuals
and  as  a  people.   The  same  holds
true for the way Judaism  asks us to
encounter    and     mark     significant
times  of tradition  in  our  own  lives,
those we already mark and some we
have  yet  to  mark  in  a  Jewish  man-
ner. Both in the festival cycle and in
the  liturgy there  is layer upon  layer
to  explore  and  more  to  create.

As  we   let  the  festivals  and  the
liturgy  into  our  lives  and  bring  our
lives  to  them,   some  elements  will
change  but  not  the  basic  substance
or shape.  That  is  no  different  from
what  has  been  happening  for  cen-
turies.  As  I  said,  liturgy  means  `the
work  of the people'  and our people
have   been   working   steadily.   Our
participation may change us too but
then,  any  living encounter does.

A  congregation   can   and  should
also   be   a   teaching   and    learning
community.  There  is  an  entire  his-

tory  and  several  cultures  that  most
of  us   know   precious   little   about,
that   is   yet   ours,   in   a   way   that
western   culture   is   not   quite.    Of
course, some of our excitement may
be soured by the realisation that the
experience  of  women  barely  exists
in that world but the anger does not
shut out the excitement or the love.

We need to  honour our diversity
practically,  both  with  public  recog-
nition of significant events built into
a  service,   or  with   new   liturgy  for
such  events  as  have  not  been  com-
munally  celebrated  before.  For  ex-
ample,  while  we  mark  some  times
of   transition,    we    do    not    mark
others.  A  woman's  transition  from
potentially   child-bearing   years   to
the next stage of her life is important,
full  of  upheavals,  a  time  for  and  a
source  of  renewal,  yet  we  do  not
mark  it.  When  a  young  lesbian  or
gay man comes to a clear awareness
of her-  or himself,  that  is  cause  for
community  rejoicing,  not  for  slam-
ming  the  closet  door,  because  she
or he has realised how they can be a
loving human being.  Coming Out is
as  central  and  important  a  transi-
tion  as  any  other  in  our  lives.  We
need to work out a precise analogue
to brj.f mz./arA for girl babies, who are
also part of the Covenant.  We need
to encourage adult bar/bcz/-mz.fzv¢fo.
It  can  be  deeply  moving  to  affirm
your commitment to Judaism and to
the  Jewish  community  in  the  tradi-
tional  way,  in  the  midst  of  a  wel-
coming community.

As  an  integral  part  of  congrega-
tional  hfe,  we  need  to  learn  about
and celebrate our cultural diversity.
There are many implicit and explicit
hierarchies  still  operative  in  Jewish
life,    male   over   female,    Hebrew
over  Yiddish   or   Ladino,   achieve-
ment over process,  that are  no part
of what  we  are  about.  We  need  to
look  at  much  that  has  been  histori-
cally   invisible.   We   need   to   learn
about   and   care   for   the   everyday
lives  of our people,  historically  and
in the present, so much of which has
been  articulated  in  languages  other
than  Hebrew,  in  modes  other  than
liturgical.   That   concern,   love   and
respect for the totality of the lives of
all  of  our  people,  may  be  the  only
sure ground on  which  we can  begin
to build  new communityl

Rabbi  Sheila  Sliulman  wcrs bo/'/7  /.H  B/.oak/yH
in  1936  and  has  lived  in  I.ondon  for  [he'  !as[
[werily  yeal-s.   A  foi.mel-academic  an{l  edi[oi.`
she receive{l scrriichr\ fi.om  I,e()  Baeck College
in   198().
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SHOCKED

Sir'

I WAS SHOCKED TO DISCOVER
in the  Autumn  edition  of Mcz##cr
an article by William Newman -

`Now  Saddam   looms   over  Israel's

third  front'  -  in  which  the  author
advocates the forced transfer of the
Palestinian   population   out   of   the
Israeli-occupied     territories.     Such

proposals  may  very  well  be  worthy
of  7lfec Sw#,  of which  Mr.  Newman
is  Managing  Editor,  but  surely  not
of a liberal intellectual journal such
as  A4cz##cz.  Towards  what  end  does
A4cz##cz   offer   a   platform   for   such
anti-democratic,  racist ideas -ideas
similar  to   those  promoted  by  the
extremist  Kczcfe Party and which run
counter  to  the  Jewish  social  ethics
cherished    by    Progressive    Jews?
Would    Mcr##¢    consider    printing
articles  advocating the  expulsion  of
Jews  or  `repatriation'  of black  peo-
ple  from  Britain?

Such    ideas    are    no    less    hate-
mongering  and  vicious  in  regard  to
Palestinian   Arabs   and   should   be
thoroughly  repudiated  by  forms  of
Liberal    Jewish    thought    such    as
Manna.
Rabbi Michael Feinberg,  Lo#cZo#

JINGOISTIC

sB
ILL NEWMAN'S ARTICLE
in your Autumn edition show-
ed  all  too  many  signs  of  7lfee

Sc!#'s  jingoistic,  oversimplified  and
inaccurate   style.   which   is   not   the
standard  one  expects  from  A4cz##cz.

To   call   King   Hussein   cowardly
because   he   is   obliged   to   remain
relatively  friendly  with  Saddam  to
preserve  his  throne  and   his  coun-
try's viability, since most of its trade
is  with  Iraq,  is  both  inaccurate  and
needlessly   offensive.   Most   Israelis
of  all  parties  would  prefer  his  reg-
ime  to  anything which  might  follow
it  and  recognise  his  courage  if  not
his judgment.

Mr.  Newman  may  well  feel  that
the  Palestinians  from  the  occupied
territories   should   be   deported   to
Jordan   if   Hussein   is   overthrown,
just  as  some  British  extremists  feel
that we Jews should be deported to
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Israel  under  certain   circumstances
and other immigrants to Asia or the
Caribbean   but   such    feelings   are
impossible   to  justify   morally   in   a
religious  journal   and   should   have
no  place  in  it.

We   all   deplore   the   Arab   and
Jewish deaths caused by the I.#fz/czcZcz
and  the  double  standards  that  vir-
tually ignore the frequent massacres
of Christians  in  Lebanon  and  mod-
erate  Palestinians  by  the  PLO.  But
I  am  glad  to  say  that  even  in  the
Jewish  Chronicle  I  have  seen  fe;w
references  to  the  murder  of Jewish
students,  so  why  refer  to  them  as
`almost  commonplace'?

The article is full of such specious
pleading and inaccuracies that harm
his plea for support for Israel  but  I
will  mention  only  one  more.   It  is
the  Hashemite  Kingdom  of Jordan
because   King   Hussein    is   of   the
House of Hashem, so he is no more
King  of  the  Hashemites  than  our
Queen  is  of the  Windsorites!
Alan Tyler,  Swrbz./o#,  Sw#cy

GUINNESS

sT:oa:eTn:ee?ec:e#kenn::#":OOA-Ibi

other than  `a  good  read.'
But -ah yes, there's always a but

...-  I   would   like   to   express   a
slightly  different  view  of  Guinness
and perhaps blow away some of the
froth  and  look  at what was  lurking,
darkly,  in  the  glass.

Those  of  us  who  have  toiled  for
many   years   on   the   City's   fringes
followed the saga with great interest
and  a  sort  of  weary  feeling  of  the
inevitability  of it  all.

We   felt   in   our  waters   that   the
Guinness  quartet  were  indeed  guil-
ty.

They    knew    exactly    what    they
were about, sailed the wrong side of
the   wind   and   got   caught.   In   the
course  of their  manoeuvrings,  they
greatly   enriched   themselves   -   if
only  temporarily  as  it  turned  out.

Remember, this was in the  1980s,
when  Greed  was  the  Creed.

I   am    old   enough    and   cynical
enough  to  believe  that  money  and
power can very often buy you out of
trouble -  in  one  way  or  another.  I
was  therefore  pleased  to  be  proved
wrong  in  my  view  that  they  would
not  be  convicted.

Some   of  us   in   the   accountancy
world  felt  that  it  was  high  time  the
Serious   Fraud   Office   obtained   a
`result'.   They   more   often   labour

against     great     odds     and     clever
lawyers  to  no  avail.

I do entirely agree that the media
naturally probed the Jewish angle.  I
sometimes  wonder  if  being  chosen
means  by  the  media  for  their  own
sordid  purposes.   I  doubt  that  this
will  ever  change.

A final point. We not infrequent-
ly see double standards shown when
a  prominent  figure  is  caught  doing
unsavoury financial  deals.  Is it real-
ly acceptable to condone this sort of
nonsense  by  saying  `he  may  look  a
right villain,  but  see  how  charitable
he  is?'

However,  maybe  the  above  is  a
bit  unfair  on  Ronson.  There  is  not
much doubt in my mind that he and
his colleagues were all persuaded by
that   curious    character    Saunders.
But   the   price   was   right   and   the
more  money  a  man  has,  the  more
he  seems  to  covet.
D.S. Low.is,  East  Molesey,  Surrey

CHILD  GRIEF

WF#:¥:OSE:TaaEdn:;:el::i::c::
Back?'  by  Dorothy  Judd.   (A4cz##cz,
Summer  1990).

Our  organisation  -  yczcz  b'yczcz   a
Jewish children's grief and bereave-
ment  project  -  started   two   years
ago because we also felt the need to
address  this  issue  within  the  Jewish
community.

y¢d   b'yczcz    has    run    an    intro-
ductory   seminar   on   children   and
bereavement  and  we  are  planning
another  seminar  in  April   1991*  on
the     development      of     children's
thinking  in  relation  to  death.

We are preparing a resource pack
for  those  who  deal   with   bereaved
children.   We  already  have  a  com-

prehensive  library  and  we  welcome
enquiries.   Our   contact   number   is
081-444  7134.
Margi  Abeles,  Cfeczz.rmcr;7
Louise Heilbron,  rrccrsffrcr
Muswell  Hill
•::A    Children.s    Understanding    of    Death:

Spcakcr:  Dr.  Richard Lansdown, Consultant
Psychologist,    Hospitz`l    for    Sick    Children.
Great   Ormond   Street`   Sunday   2lst   April
l9tJ1`    2.0()-6.()()pin    i`t     Yakar`     2     Egerton
Gzlrdcns`  Hendon`  L()ndon  NW4.
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KETUBOT
FOR WEDDINGS & ANNIVERSARIES

BY

ARDYN HALTER
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Cost: £140
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Size: 60cm  X  75cm

This Ketuba is specially designed by the English-born Israeli artist Ardyn Halter for
the  Reform  Synagogues  of Great  Britain.

It  is  hand-printed  and  embossed  in  a  limited  edition  of  150.

To order this  Ketuba please  contact  the Secretary of your Synagogue  or
Mr.I.  Weinstock,  Hyde  House, The  Hyde,  Edgware  Road,  London  NW9

Telephone:  081-205  6257;  081-205  6373.
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William Wolff

A:aFZTWAo;#:rJve:c:ey::::d:al;::::
eastern  Europe,  the  modern  mar-
ranos, who hid their Jewish identity
during  the  communist  tyranny  are
coming out.

And  world  Jewry  lacks  a  central
body  to   lead  them  back  into  the
Jewish  people.

Succour  is   left  to   the   arbitrary
actions  of  this  body  or  that  tourist
or philanthropist.

No    one   co-ordinates,    no    one
takes  an  overall  view  of needs,  no
one  knows  how  many  vanish  again
in  the  gaps.

Inevitably,     large     numbers    of
these newly emerging, as with Rus-
sian  Jews,  are  of mixed blood.

And they  are  being given Jewish
status  by  a  scramble  of  competing
rabbinates.

Inside   and   outside   Orthodoxy,
the practice of conversion gets daily
more chaotic.

`#.

MORE TRICKY EVEN than
the        question        whether
women  must  wear  hats  in

shool  or on  the  bimah,  is  the poser
whether men  should  wear ties.

Trivial  maybe,  but  they  do  raise
temperatures  faster  than  the  heat-
ing  switch.

In  law  neither  hats  nor  ties  are
required.

It  is  all  a  throw-back  to  the  days
when  people  dressed  up  to  `show
respect'.

If  only  taste  had  matched  zeal,
there might have been a case.  But I
could  never  make  out  whether  the
fur coats and feather creations sho-
wed more respect to bank accounts
than  to  God.

Today,  slits  in  trouser  legs  have
replaced  hats  as  symbols  of  status
and conformity.

So, on or off the bimah,  let them
wear   any   trainer   or   t-shirt   they
fancy.   As   long   as   they   come   to
shool.

0NE   OF   MY   DEAREST
friends begs me to lay off the
Lubavitch.

And  then  I  am  told  this  story  by
one colleague and check its  accura-
cy with  another.

A  leading member of one of our
congregations  suffered  from  termi-
nal  cancer.

The    news    filtered    through    to
members of the cfrczss!.cZz.c fraternity.

Out  of  sympathy,   one  of  them
rang  New  York  to  ask  the  Luba-
vitcher rebbe  what to  do.

The   only   hope   of   saving   the
lady's   life,   was   the   reply,   was   to
make  sure  that  every  door  in  her
house  had  a  mczwzczfe  and  that  all
the  menfolk in  her family laid tefil-
lin  every  weekday.

So  at  10pm  on  the  night  before
she was due home for the last time,
the Lubavitch cfeczss!.d arrived at the
family  home  with  a  pocket  full  of
mezuzot.

He  explained  his  mission  to  the
bewildered husband and proceeded
to  hammer  the  mezz/2'of  on  every
doorpost in sight,  even  those which
the  fecz/crkfe¢fe  stipulates  should  not
carry  them.

Much    closer    to    midnight    he
announced  that  he  would  be  back
the next day with fc/I.//I.#.  And burst
into   anger   when   told   that   arms
would be neither bare nor open for
him.

The patient came home the follow-
ing day  and  died  soon  thereafter.

I  make   no   comment   about  the
Lubavitch  action.  The  tale  speaks
volumes  for  itself.

•J+

THE  BIGGEST  MYSTERY
that is bugging me just now is
how   some   of   our   outlying

synagogues   got   into   the   habit   of
lighting  two  candles  at  the  start  of
their Friday night service.

It  is  so  puzzling  because   check
whatever   prayer   book   you   like,
Singer's,   Reform,   or   the   Liberal
Service of the Heart, candle lighting
is   not   part   of   the   Friday   night
synagogue  liturgy.

It is a ceremony meant entirely to
give   warmth   and   sanctity   to   the
home.

And  to  begin  the  first  service  of
Shabbat  with  a  public  desecration
of its laws - at any rate through the
long  winter  months  -  is  hardly  an
enrichment of the synagogue.

Ah,   it   is   said,   it   teaches   those

who  do  not  light candles  at home.
Perfectly correct.  It teaches them

clearly that they do not need to light
them  at  home  -  `Look,  we  always
do it in  the synagogue'.

Hardly  the right  lesson,  is it?

*

IS   THERE   A   JOCHANAN
Meyerowitz   lurking   deep   be-
hind John  Major's glasses?

That's   the   buzz   around   north
west  London.  This  latest  attack  of
Jewish    insecurity    amid    unprece-
dented  acceptance  and  affluence  is
as  sad  as  it  is  funny.

And it misses the vital clue to the
premier's Jewish connection.

Look for it not in his name, but in
his father's business.

Wasn't his trapeze artist dad just
a rabbi who decided to make some
money  out of his high  wire  act?

So he  fell  off.
Which of us doesn't?I

Rabbi   William   Wolff  z.a   M!.#!.sfc;.  o/  A4i./ro#
Keynes  Synagogue.   lie  previously  served  in
Newcastle-iipon-Tyne and at the West  London
Synagogue  and  was  a  Fleet  Street  journalist
befol.e  he  became  a  rabbi.

CORRECTION
An   eagle-eyed   reader   spotted   a
factual  error in  Bill  Newman's  arti-
cle     `Now     Saddam     looms     over
Israel's   third  front'   (no.   29,   p.2).
Kafka  is  not  buried  in  the  mediae-
val  Jewish  cemetery  of  Prague  but
at   Strasnice   which   is   outside   the
city.  We  apologise  for this error.



ffiT   =±:jeng:nor House
The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual events of a  high  level within  easy reach  of a  large
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism,  the  largest Jewish  centre  in  Europe. These facilities  include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership  also brings advance  information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  automatic  subscription  to  A4ama.
Membership  can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£18.50
£29.50
£15.00
£21.00

Existing subscribers to A4anna may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

3rd January-14th February 1991
A  PAST  F]EVISITED

An  Exhibition of Paintings and  Signed Artist's Prints by J  8 YENTL
Monday-Thursday:  10.00am-5.00pm

Thursday 14th  February 19918.00pm
JEWS ON THE F]OAD

an evening with  L J  K Setright,
the authoritative motoring journalist

24th March 1991  2.30pm
Fifth Annual  CHESS SIMUL with  JONATHAN  SPEELMAN

ART COURSES
New ten-week courses starting  15th January  1991

Tuesdays  10.00am-12.30pm
and

Tuesdays 2.00pm4.30pm

LUNCHTIME RECITALS -Thursdays  i.15-2.00pm
Spring Series:  loth  and 24th January,  7th  and 21st  February

7th  and  21st  March  1991
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